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USING BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TO IMPROVE THE PLACEMENT
SERVICE OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Lori H. Miller, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2003

This dissertation demonstrated the use o f behavioral systems analysis tools in the
development o f a useful service in a non-profit association. The purpose o f this study was
threefold: (1) to design a placement system that would add value to the field o f behavior
analysis by placing behavior analysts in appropriate jobs, internships, and graduate
programs; (2) to develop a data collection infrastructure that would assist the Association
for Behavior Analysis (ABA) in the assessment o f the trends related to the human
resources o f the field; and (3) to advance the knowledge and methodology o f behavioral
systems analysis.
Six objectives were specified in the design o f the placement system that would
lead to the aforementioned objectives: (1) to increase the number o f users; (2) to ensure
that the service is easy to use and manage; (3) to organize the convention process to
better serve clients; (4) to include graduate training opportunities; (5) to collect data; and
(6) to engage in system development efforts on a regular basis.
An on-line system was designed and implemented to address all o f the above
purposes. Performance trends, marketing results, and field-related data collected from the
implementation o f the system indicated that these six objectives were successfully met,
but

could

be

improved

upon.

The

highest

impact

is

seen

in
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number

of

applicants who used the service in 2002, increasing 158% from 2001. The number o f job
posting increased 31% and the number o f employers increased 9% in 2002. The largest
demand for behavior analysts was in the area o f autism. Efforts to improve the system are
presented and include those that have been implemented, those that w ill be implemented
soon, and those that should be implemented in the future. Future research is needed to
determine whether the methodology for designing a useful placement service could be
replicated and generalized to any type o f organization and discipline.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Future o f Behavior Analysis
The future o f behavior analysis depends on the development and maintenance o f
behavior analysis repertoires. Each behavior analyst, whether a basic researcher, applied
researcher, or service provider, contributes to the development o f the field in some way;
and as Glenn (1985) commented, the more behavior that occurs while applying and prac
ticing the science, the more likely that useful results w ill emerge. Thus, quality training
and quality jobs within the field are necessary for the cumulative progress o f behavior
analysis.
Training professional behavior-analytic repertoires involves strengthening stu
dents’ verbal behavior in behavioral principles and developing competency in the appli
cation o f technology supported by those principles (Branch & Malagodi, 1980; Michael,
1995; Morris, 1985; Morse & Bruns, 1983). After a behavior-analytic repertoire is devel
oped, it must be maintained; this involves sustaining behaviors related to practicing the
science (Ellis & Glenn, 1995). However, a hindrance to sustaining behavior analysis
practices might occur if a behavior analyst’s work environment lacks a reinforcing social
structure to support scientific behaviors. Without effective contingencies to support the
consistent use o f behavior analysis applications o f the science, a behavior analyst might
stray from the discipline and engage in less effective yet more w idely accepted practices
(Branch & Malagodi, 1980; Michael, 1980; Morse & Bruns, 1983).
To achieve systematic progress and maintenance in the discipline, behavior ana
lysts should receive pertinent training and transition to work environments that support

1
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behavior-analytic repertoires. The problem is that graduates o f behavior analysis pro
grams often lose contact with the field by working in non-behaviorally oriented jobs and
discontinuing their participation in behavior analysis associations (McGee, Bucklin,
Dickinson & McSweeney, 2003). In that regard, the Association for Behavior Analysis
(ABA) is concerned with the retention o f their student members after they graduate.
A B A is a membership organization that provides services to its members to sup
port their involvement in the field (e.g., an annual convention, continuing education op
portunities, and peer-reviewed journals); therefore, it is a vital force in the movement o f
the discipline (Morris, Baer, Favell, Glenn, Hineline, Malott, & Michael, 2001).

The

A BA membership composition represents all areas o f behavior analysis in over forty
countries. A s the field grows and environmental variables shift (e.g., economy, job mar
kets) A BA continuously works on targeting the potential for improvement to contribute
to the vitality o f the field.
The drift o f graduates from behavior analysis to more traditional practice is a
noteworthy issue that constrains the vitality o f the field. In efforts to collect a wide range
o f view s related to the reason students discontinue their membership in the Association
after graduation, in 2002, A BA conducted a survey to its current members (N=3,530).
Seventy percent o f the respondents (N=160) reported that they believe students discon
tinued their membership because o f the lack o f social contingencies supporting their in
volvement in the organization (i.e., no longer presenting papers at the annual convention,
no longer being encouraged by instructor/employer, and lack o f reinfocers/perks/awards).
ABA has carried out other endeavors to explore critical aspects related to the sur
vival o f the field o f behavior analysis. For example, in 1996, the ABA Executive Council

2
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sponsored a self-study o f behavior analysis to assess trends in the field. It was hoped that
information obtained from this self-study would facilitate continuous improvement in the
effectiveness as a scientific discipline by clarifying future strategic development direc
tions for ABA (Hayes & Coriaty, 2000). There were two main components to the pro
posed self-study: knowledge and human resources; however, that study involved only the
human resources component. The study was conducted and the A BA Executive Council
examined the preliminary findings in 2000. The findings were inconclusive due to a lim 
ited number o f respondents and lack o f data trends; however, the results brought attention
to the need for developing a method to collect data that would help assess the ongoing
trends o f ABA membership, graduate programs, and job markets (Association for Behav
ior Analysis, 2000).
Based on the self-study recommendations (Hayes & Coriaty, 2000), several new
questions were added to the A BA membership forms to collect human resources data
such as annual income, certification status, training background, and reason for member
ship. The A BA staff also began collecting data from behavior analysis employers who
participated in A B A ’s Job Placement Service. Data collection involved getting informa
tion on the number o f jobs available classified by interest area (e.g., autism, organiza
tional behavior management, research), degrees required (BA, MA, PhD), and salary
ranges. The A BA staff also collected data on the training received by job applicants,
which included the interest area, the degree held, and the university where degree was
earned. These Job Placement Service data could be the source for studying the supply and
demand for behavior analysts; however, few employers and applicants used the service
which limited the generality o f conclusions based on these data. In addition, the service

3
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could facilitate the transitions o f graduates o f behavior analysis programs to behavior
analysis organizations; though, the process necessary for promoting these transitions was
not determined.
There was a significant need for descriptive data related to the human resources
component o f behavior analysis, and A B A ’s Job Placement Service had the potential to
contribute to the field. Thus, the aim o f this dissertation was to enhance the service by
(a) understanding the job placement service in the context o f the larger systems o f which
it is a part, (b) improving the service to increase users, and (c) establishing an infrastruc
ture for collecting data. B y accomplishing these aims, the service would assist with a
critical need in the field, and consequently impact the future progress o f the discipline.
These aims were accomplished by using a behavioral systems analysis approach. The
value o f a behavioral systems analysis approach is explained below.
Behavioral Systems Analysis
All systems are interconnected and a change in one system inevitably affects an
other system in some way. An organization is a system that contains many smaller sys
tems, yet is connected to larger systems. Recognizing this interconnectedness between
systems and aligning them, so they work in balance and achieve a common goal, is the
essence o f behavioral systems analysis (Brethower, 1982, 2000, 2001, 2002; Dickinson,
1982; Malott, 2001b; 2003; Malott & Garcia, 1987; Rummler & Brache, 1995; SulzerAzaroff, 2000).
A systems approach to improving and managing behavior has strength because it
is based on the commonalities across systems. A ll systems are similar in the way they
function and malfunction, and behaviors are effected by the constraints and support pro-

4
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vided by systems. A behavioral systems analysis assists in understanding how each com
ponent o f an organization is influenced by other components. Since systems evolve law
fully, it is an advantage to use a systems framework to manage organizations effectively.
Conceptual Building Blocks
Behavioral systems analysis involves: (a) recognizing an organization as an adap
tive system; (b) viewing an organization in various levels; and (c) understanding the es
sence o f a performance management system (Rummler, 2001). An adaptive system is one
that reacts to changes appropriately (Brethower, 1982, 2000, 2001; Dams, 2001;

Rummler, 2001). Effective adaptation requires that the leaders o f the organization under
stand the interconnectedness between various levels o f people, processes, and informa
tion. Using this understanding to keep the organization in balance with the external envi
ronment is imperative. As systems are continuously changing, processes, tasks, and be
haviors within the organization require continuous change.
To support ongoing change, various levels o f management must support behavior
change at lower levels. Because the strongest source o f organizational contingency con
trol comes from the executive, managerial, and supervisory levels (Sulzer-Azaroff, 2000)
it is more likely a behavior change w ill endure if higher management personnel are moni
toring performance. In addition, involving higher levels o f management in a behavior
change intervention w ill increase leadership commitment and knowledge o f the activities
that are contributing to the attainment o f organizational goals. As Cambell and Kliener
(2001) noted, “if there is not a leadership commitment, then expectations o f employees
w ill rise along with the initial announcement for change, then quickly fall with distrust
knowing that the absence o f follow through exists by observing the behavior o f manage-

5
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ment” (p.7). To establish and maintain the involvement o f higher management personnel,
a performance management system should be implemented as a part o f any behavior or
systems change intervention.
A performance management system should support each level o f managers in the
monitoring o f the performance o f the subordinate levels and providing relevant feedback
to the members o f those subordinate levels. Such a system w ill keep the leaders o f an or
ganization in tune with the effects o f change and will increase the likelihood o f making
appropriate decisions and actions to lead the organization effectively. A performance
management system w ill also assist in gathering accurate insight to adjust support sys
tems accordingly to improve the likelihood o f success o f any behavior or systems inter
vention.
The three-levels approach (Rummler & Brache, 1995) helps to understand how to
construct an adaptive organizational system. It divides the management into the organiza
tional level, process level, and performer level. This approach focuses on how an organi
zation can successfully adapt. The key feature o f this approach involves setting appropri
ate goals at each level, designing workflow to accomplish those goals, and measuring
progress in relation to those goals. The concept o f the three-levels facilitates thorough
consideration o f how goals are linked from the top o f the organization to the bottom and
how employees on each o f the levels assure that goals are met. An adaptation o f
Rummler’s (2001) Performance Measurement and Management System (see Figure 1)
illustrates how performance goals are articulated, communicated, and monitored across
all levels o f management. Management personnel are linked by reporting relevant data
throughout the organization, which is ultimately monitored by higher levels o f manage-

6
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ment. Information related to how various parts o f the organization are performing is rele
vant because it relates to the monitoring o f performance in accordance to goals. Figure 1
also illustrates how the different management levels are connected to all other levels o f
the organization.
( ioiiis &.
M ra te y v
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Figure 1. Adaptation o f Rummler’s (2001) Performance Measurement and Management
System.
Structuring internal operations within an organization with a conceptual structure
such as this assists in the continuous process o f adaptation because clear information is
reported through various levels [o f the organization]. Without such clear information,
communication is distorted and could lead to unclear organizational improvement efforts,
which would be inefficient.
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Steps
A behavioral systems analysis is conducted in six major steps: (a) analysis o f the
variables that affect the operation o f the system; (b) specification o f the objectives to be
accomplished by that system; (c) design o f the system components to accomplish those
objectives; (d) implementation o f the design; (e) evaluation o f the extent to which the im
plemented design accomplished the specified objectives; and (f) recycling through the
previous five steps until the system objectives are met (Malott, 1974). Behavioral systems
analysis tools are used at various stages o f this process across various aspects o f an or
ganization to ensure that value added in one part o f an organization is not at the expense
o f other parts o f the organization (Brethower, 2003).
Tools
Behavioral systems analysis consists o f several useful tools. These tools provide
the ability to view embedded systems within an organization in detail. When used in
combination, the tools in a behavioral systems analyst’s “tool kit” (Brethower, 1982;
Brown, 2000) allow for a thorough analysis which assists in the development o f an ap
propriate design. Behavioral systems-analysis tools are used to understand how parts o f
the organization are related. B y looking carefully at a system, an analyst identifies what
variables to measure to explain current performance, clarifies the location o f a problem
(e.g., in the process or the performer), identifies why performers are not achieving their
goals, and designs effective systems that maintain over time that contribute to the ulti
mate goals o f the organization.
The value o f performance should exceed cost (Gilbert, 1996). Behavioral systems
analysis tools assist in determining the value o f a change at the organization, process or

8
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performer level (Dickinson & O ’Brien, 1982). For example, a process map (discussed in
detail later) clarifies how work is completed. These details provide assistance in calculat
ing the cost savings in labor hours as a result o f a behavior change intervention.
Behavioral systems analysis tools are used in this dissertation to analyze each in
terconnected system level within the Association for Behavior Analysis (ABA) to help
design an effective job placement system. The analysis w ill assist in specifying pertinent
performance measures, designing a new job placement system, identifying the behaviors
necessary to maintain and develop the system, implementing the new system, evaluating
the results, and recycling the system to improve the service. Descriptions o f the two es
sential behavioral systems analysis tools that guide the analysis o f the interconnected sys
tems are provided below: Brethower’s (1982) Total Performance System diagram and
Malott’s (2003) Behavioral Systems Engineering Model.
Total Performance System Diagram
The Total Performance System (TPS) diagram (Brethower, 1982) simplifies
complex relations. It was designed to assess any system (e.g., person, team, and depart
ment) at any level (organization, process, and performer). See Figure 2.
The TPS diagram consists o f seven elements:
1. The mission is the reason a system exists.

A ll o f theother system components

should contribute to the attainment o f the mission.
2. Inputs include information, technology, people, money,and materials used as re
sources for completing work to accomplish the mission.
3. The processing system comprises activities that convert inputs to outputs.

9
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1. M ission

..

2. Inputs

.......

3. Processing
System

6. Receiving
System

\

"" ""l

1

l_

5. Outputs

4. Processing System
Feedback

7. Receiving System Feedbacl

Figure 2. Total Performance System Diagram.
4. Processing system feedback consists o f measures o f past and current performance
within the processing system used to guide future performance.
5. An output is the product or service generated by the processing system and deliv
ered to consumers.
6. The receiving system comprises the consumers who receive the output(s) from the
processing system.
7. The receiving system feedback are measures from consumers and other external
sources related to the output and are used to guide future performance. The receiving sys
tem feedback loops back to the processing system because it provides direction for
changes within the processing system.
The role o f the TPS is twofold: (a) it helps one understand the critical balance be
tween the seven elements that contribute to a healthy system; and (b) it provides relevant
information to maintain the scope o f the overall system. A ll seven elements shown in the
TPS diagram must work in harmony. If one element o f the system is weak, the other ele
ments o f the system w ill suffer, and the system w ill not function optimally. Further, man-

10
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aging effectively requires the understanding o f a large amount o f information (Brethower,
1982); therefore, managers need the right information. The TPS helps to highlight each
necessary component o f a system and provides such relevant information.

Behavioral Systems Engineering M odel
The Behavioral Systems Engineering Model (Malott, 2001b, 2003) is a series o f
TPS diagrams. This model expands the concept o f the three levels (Rummler & Brache,
1995) in three distinct ways by (a) including the macrosystem o f which an organization is
a part; (b) identifying the behavioral contingencies maintaining the behaviors o f indi
viduals with the organization; and (c) understanding the performance management con
tingencies necessary throughout levels o f management to sustain the targeted behavior
change. Further descriptions o f each o f these additions to the three-levels approach are
provided below.
Macrosystem. A macrosystem is the larger system in which many systems exist
and survive (Malott, 2001b; 2003). For example, the field o f behavior analysis is the
macrosystem to which A B A belongs. The macrosystem view helps to understand how an
organization fits into the bigger system o f which it is a part. Understanding this view
makes it possible to appreciate how A B A can deliver a placement service to meet the
needs o f the field at large.
Identifying Behavioral Contingencies. Managing behavior is vital to an organiza
tion because it is ultimately the cumulative effects o f em ployees’ behaviors that achieve
organizational goals (Brown, 2000; Malott, 2003). However, it is impossible and unnec
essary to manage every behavior that occurs; therefore, behavioral systems analysis tools
identify the key behaviors which contribute to the attainment job goals.

11
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Finding the relevant behavior within the various activities that occur inside an or
ganization is difficult but necessary. Pinpointing relevant behavior allows for the measur
ing o f that behavior, which keeps the organization in alignment with the performer, a de
fining feature o f the behavioral systems analysis approach (Brethower, 2000). Once key
behaviors are identified, they often need to be changed so they contribute to the achieve
ment o f goals. This requires the analysis o f existing contingencies and the engineering o f
performance management contingencies that w ill support the targeted behavior change
(Gilbert, 1996; Malott, 2003).
Performance M anagement Contingencies. A performance management contin
gency is an artificial contingency used as an intervention to alter a target behavior not
supported by existing contingencies (Malott, 2003). An example o f a performance man
agement contingency is a supervisor setting a deadline for an employee to complete the
report and i f the report is turned in by the deadline, the employee will receive positive
feedback from the supervisor. Many behavioral contingencies might influence the em
ployee’s behaviors related to completing the report, but it is the deadline combined with a
sizable and probable outcome that ultimately influences completing the report at a certain
time. To understand w hy a performance management contingency might be effective, it is
helpful to also examine the ineffective natural contingency and the inferred direct-acting
contingency (Malott, Malott, & Trojan, 2000). The Three Term Performance Manage
ment Contingency diagram (see Figure 3) illustrates the ineffective natural contingency,
the effective performance management contingency, and the inferred direct-acting con
tingency.
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Ineffective Natural Contingency

Will go one hour
without report
completed

Complete report

Will not go one
hour without
report completed

Effective Performance Management Contingency
5:00 p.m.
Friday
Will lose
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Complete report

Will not lose
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Inferred Direct Acting Contingency
Fear of losing
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Complete report

No fear of losing
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Figure 3. Three Term Performance Management Contingency Diagram.
In this example, the natural contingency is ineffective because the outcome is too
small to control behavior. For instance, completing the report (without the deadline stated
by the supervisor) only results in the small but cumulative effect o f not going another
hour without the report completed. The performance management contingency is effec
tive because the outcome is sizable and probable, even though the outcome is delayed.
The sizable and probable outcome in the current example is that the person will receive
positive feedback from the supervisor if the report is completed by the deadline. A directacting contingency is inferred to account for the delay between the response o f turning in
the report and delivery o f feedback from the supervisor. This direct-acting contingency
illustrates the immediate escape from an aversive condition, in this case, the reduction o f
anxiety/fear o f losing the opportunity for the supervisor’s feedback. Thus, deadlines are
effective because the rule statement describing the deadline establishes noncompliance
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combined with proximity to the deadline as an aversive condition that a person could es
cape by complying with the rule (Braam & Malott, 1990; Malott, 1996).
Because it is important to involve all levels o f management in a behavior change
intervention, a means for increasing the likelihood o f manager involvement in the support
o f changes is to design and implement performance management contingencies for the
various levels o f managers who are involved. Malott’s (2003) interconnected Contingen
cies at Various Performance Management Levels diagram illustrates an example o f the
relevant performance management contingencies involved in maintaining a targeted be
havior change across levels o f managers. Each level o f management provides a conse
quence to the level below. Figure 4 illustrates this model.
W HOSE
BEHAVIOR?

BEFORE?

BEHAVIOR?

AFTER?

TARGET
PARTICIPANT ^
Em ployee

Will lose
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Complete report

W ill not lose
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

LEVEL I
M anager

Will lose
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Give positive
feedback for
completed report

W ill not lose
opportunity for
Supervisor’s
feedback

Will lose
opportunity for
Stakeholder
approval

Give positive
feedback for report

W ill not lose
opportunity for
Stakeholder
approval

LEVEL II
M anager’s
Supervisor

LEVEL III
Stakeholders

Will lose
opportunity for
profit

Give positive
feedback for
report

W on’t lose
opportunity for
profit

Figure 4. Contingencies at Various Performance Management Levels.
The Behavioral Systems Engineering Model (shown in Figure 5) assists in the
study o f how the organization fits into the larger system o f which it is a part, how a spe-
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cific process fits into the organization, how the necessary task fits into a process, how the
behavior fits into the task, how behavior fits in to support the task, and how all levels o f
management are managed to support targeted behaviors that contribute to the task.
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Figure 5. Behavioral Systems Engineering Model.
The next chapter analyzes each o f the system levels addressed in the Behavioral
Systems Engineering M odel to enhance A B A ’s Job Placement Service. The model can be
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modified to fit any type o f organization. The use o f the model in this dissertation is modi
fied to fit the nature o f ABA.
Purpose o f Study
The purpose o f the current study was to design a new job, internship, and graduate
program placement system that would add value to ABA and the field o f behavior analy
sis using a behavioral systems analysis approach. A systems analysis was conducted to
understand how the job placement system fits into the larger systems in that it is part. The
systems understanding provided the careful consideration o f the design o f the new system
based on relevant needs. The new system was then implemented, evaluated, and recycled
based on results.
Chapter Summary
The survival o f the field o f behavior analysis depends on the development and
maintenance o f behavior analysis repertoires; therefore, quality training and jobs in the
field are essential. The problem is that behavior analysis graduates often do not transition
to behavior analysis jobs. The Association for Behavior Analysis (ABA) has an opportu
nity to facilitate transitions o f graduates from behavior analysis training programs to be
havior analysis jobs by enhancing its placement system. A behavioral systems analysis
approach was used to identify how A B A ’s Job Placement Service fits into the field o f
behavior analysis, to design a new system to meet the needs o f the field, to implement
that design, to evaluate the results, and then to recycle the system to improve the service.
Malott’s (2003) Behavioral Systems Engineering Model was used to ensure the design o f
the new placement system consistently addressed the larger systems that contain it. The
following Chapter consists o f an analysis o f each system level, the specification perform-
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ance measures relevant to the placement service, how those measures contributed to the
design o f a new system, and the value the measure w ill add to ABA.
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CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATION
This chapter consists o f the systems analysis and specification o f measures related
to the job, internship, and graduate program placement system o f ABA. The primary fo
cus o f this dissertation was on the job component. The flow o f analysis follows the B e
havioral Systems Engineering Model (Malott, 2001b, 2003): macrosystem, organization,
process, task, behavior, and management. Each section includes (a) an analysis o f each
system; (b) the specification o f measures related to the job placement system; (c) a de
scription o f how each specified measure contributed to the design o f the new system; and
(d) a discussion how each measure w ill add value to ABA. This systems analysis assisted
in ensuring the design o f the new placement system was consistently connected to the
larger systems that contain it in order for its contributions to add optimal worth to ABA
and the field o f behavior analysis.
Macrosystem
Viewing the field o f behavior analysis in terms o f Brethower’s (1982) Total Per
formance System diagram identifies aspects relevant to the vitality o f the field o f behav
ior analysis. Figure 6 illustrates the macrosystem view o f the field.
The seven system elements o f the macrosystem are described below.
1. The m ission o f the field o f behavior analysis is to help the world with behavior
analysis by improving the quality o f life for human beings and animals (Malott et a l,

2000).
2.

The inputs to the field o f behavior analysis include public and private funding, a

code o f ethics, behavior analysis principles, technology, research, current and potential
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1.
FIELD OF BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS MISSION
To help the world with behavior analysis by improving the quality of life for humans and animals

2. INPUTS
*
*
■

*
*

3. PROCESSING SYSTEM

Public and
private funding
Code of Ethics
Behavior analysis
principles,
technology, &
research
Current & potential
behavior analysts
Certification system

'

6. RECEIVING SYSTEM

’
Research Organizations

5. OUTPUTS

Knowledge
Applications

University Programs

S o c ie ty

Behavior Analysis Agencies
Professional Network
Organizations

4. PROCESSING SYSTEM FEEDBACK

Quantity, quality, and composition of:
■ University programs and graduates (Education)
■ Research organizations and research (Research)—*
• Agencies and jobs (Practice)
■ Professional network
organizations and members
7. RECEIVING SYSTEM
_________________________________________________________ FEEDBACK
__
Demand for behavior analysis
knowledge and applications

Figure 6. Field o f Behavior Analysis,
behavior analysts, and a certification system.
3. The processing system consists o f behavior analysis research organizations, univer
sity programs, agencies that employ behavior analysts, and professional network organi
zations dedicated to the advancement o f the field (like ABA).
4. The processing system feedback measures include the quantity, quality, and com 
position o f research organizations, university programs, behavior analysis agencies, and
professional network organizations.
5. The outputs produced by the field are knowledge and applications.
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6. The receiving system is society. The various organizations that constitute the field
o f behavior analysis operate across various communities around the world and thus affect
wide range o f populations.
7.

The receiving system feedback consists o f the demand for behavior analysis

knowledge and applications. If behavior analysis knowledge and applications cannot be
applied systematically to help communities around the world, the survival o f the behavior
analysis macrosystem is threatened.
M acrosystem Measures
Macrosystem measures describe the performance o f the field o f behavior analysis.
The measures related to human resources consist o f the composition o f behavior analysis
graduate training programs, graduates, job seekers, employers, and jobs. The collection o f
these macrosystem measures w ill produce useful data trends over time; that is, they will
describe the demand and supply for behavior analysts. Such data w ill guide A B A ’s stra
tegic endeavors related to vitality o f the field. The organizational need for the present re
search was to establish a data collection process; therefore, the development o f the job
placement system (addressed in this dissertation) included the design o f a data collection
infrastructure, but it w ill take several years to collect truly representative data o f the field
as a whole. Table 1 lists the measures, how each measure contributed to the design o f the
new placement system, and the value the measure will add to A BA in years to come.
Organization
ABA must adapt continuously as the field develops (Rummler & Brache, 1995).
Because ABA exists within the field o f behavior analysis, the activities within the field o f
behavior analysis are the environmental variables that influence how the organization sets
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Table 1. Macrosystem Measures Related to A B A ’s Placement System.

Macrosystem Meas
ures

Number o f employers,
applicants, and posi
tions

Contribution to the Design o f New Sys
tem

The new system was programmed to
collect the number o f employer, appli
cants, and positions by date

How Measure will add value to ABA

W ill allow for the analysis o f the demand
and supply for behavior analysts so ABA
could improve and focus on strategies
that will contribute to the field

Applicants versus job
positions by degree
and interest area

The new system was programmed to
collect specific information on jobs by
degree sought and interest area and
applicants by degree held and interest
area from every resume and job posted

Will allow for the analysis o f the gaps
related to supply and demand so ABA
could disseminate information and de
velop field-wide improvement efforts to
meet the supply and demand needs

Salary ranges o f job
positions by degree
required and interest
area

The new system was designed to collect
the starting salary range from every job
that was posted

Will allow for the analysis o f salary
ranges by degree and interest areas so
ABA can disseminate this information to
its members to provide insight about the
job market for behavior analysts

Characteristics o f be
The new system was designed to collect
havior analysis graduate specific information o f graduate pro
programs
grams including behavior analysis fac
ulty, degrees, and courses offered

Will allow for an analysis o f how many
programs, faculty, students, degrees, and
courses are offered in behavior analysis
which will help guide future directions in
the existing education and accreditation
systems

University affiliation
o f applicants

The new system was programmed to
collect the university affiliations of
applicants

Will allow for the analyses o f types o f
graduates universities are producing so
ABA could create strategies through
graduate training programs that will con
tribute to the field

direction and operates through its boards and administration. Figure 7 illustrates the ABA
organization as a system. Below is a breakdown o f each o f the seven elements o f the
ABA organizational system.
1.

The mission o f A BA is to develop, enhance, and support the growth and vitality

o f behavior analysis through research, education, and practice (ABA, 2000).
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1. MISSION
To develop, enhance, and support the growth and vitality of behavior analysis through research, education, and practice.

3.

PROCESSING SYSTEM

Field Endeavors
Science Policy &
Research Board

6. RECEIVING
SYSTEM

Education Board
2. INPUTS
Member &
convention
revenue
Labor
Materials
Technology

Council

Standards,
Accreditation 8
Professional
Affairs Board

5. OUTPUT
Services

Administration
Affiliated
Chapters Board
Membership
Board

••5

Members
Convention
attendees
Research
organizations
University
Programs
Behavior
analysis
agencies
Other
professional
network
organizations

Program Board
Publication Board
Membership Services

4. PROCESSING SYSTEM FEEDBACK
Number of endeavors pursued to advance the field
Number of affiliated chapters
Number of members
Number & quality of convention program and journals

7. RECEIVING SYSTEM FEEDBACK
Number and composition of members,
convention attendees,
& behavior analysis organizations
affiliated with ABA

Figure 7. A B A Organization.
2. The inputs to the processing system o f A BA include membership and convention
revenue, labor, materials, and technology.
3. The processing system consists o f Executive Council, administration, and boards.
The major functions o f the organization are divided into two types o f boards: (a) those
that support the field, which interact with organizations outside the Association to col
laborate in the application and training o f the science, and (b) those that assist in provid
ing services to the members o f the organization.
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Several boards strategically interact with organizations both within and outside
the field o f behavior analysis in efforts to develop and promote the science and its appli
cations. The boards that focus on these field endeavors consist o f the Research Board, the
Education Board, and the Professional Standards and Accreditation Board.
Several boards support membership services. The Affiliate Chapters Board fo
cuses on developing and maintaining chapters. The Membership Board focuses on re
cruitment and retention o f different segments o f membership. The Program Board fo
cuses on developing quality content within convention programs. The Publication Board
focuses on generating two peer-reviewed journals to disseminate research and theoretical
discussion o f the science o f behavior.
The Executive Council sets direction o f the organization’s activities and the ABA
administration implements those directions in addition to providing the necessary support
to the boards. The administration is the component o f A B A which interacts directly with
the members.
4. Processing system feedback consists o f the quantity and quality o f endeavors pur
sued to advance the field, affiliated chapters, members, convention programs, and jour
nals.
5. The outputs produced by the A BA processing system are services.
6. A B A ’s receiving system comprises members, convention attendees, and other be
havior analysis organizations.
7. The receiving system feedback consists o f information about whether A B A ’s ser
vices are meeting the demands o f its receiving system. These measures include the num
ber and composition o f members, convention attendees, and behavior analysis organiza-
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tions affiliated with ABA as w ell as input from members related to the services ABA
provides.
Organization Measures
Several measures indicate the overall performance o f the organization. For exam
ple, the number o f members and convention registrations are organizational measures that
indicate whether A BA is meeting the needs o f the receiving system. Several organization
measures related to various aspects o f the A BA membership composition were examined;
however, only a few o f these organizational measures directly related to the design o f the
new placement system. The measures not directly related to the design o f the new system
and this study are provided in Appendix A. The measures that contributed to the design
o f the new system as w ell as added value to A B A are described in Table 2.
Table 2. Organization Measures Related to A B A ’s Placement System.

Organization
Measures

Contribution to the Design o f New System

How Measure Will Add Value to
ABA

ABA membership
composition

Specified the potential market for advertis
ing the new placement service

W ill continue to identify the num
ber and type o f members who would
benefit from the placement service

Interest area of
members

The new system developed the interest area
descriptors based on interest areas ex
pressed by members

Will continue to identify the schol
arly/professional interest areas of
ABA members

Process
The A BA administration carries out various processes to contribute to the accom
plishment o f the mission o f the organization and the macrosystem. Figure 8 illustrates the
A BA administration system.
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1. MISSION
T o im p lem en t th e d irectio n s o f th e E x ecu tiv e C o u n cil, m ain tain fin an cial in teg rity , a n d m an a g e all ad m in istrativ e
pro cesses o f th e o rganization.

3.

PROCESSING SYSTEM
C o r e P ro c e s s e s

M em b ersh ip

2. INPUTS
M em bers
L abor
M aterials T echnology
V endors

C o n v e n tio n

M e m b e r s h ip S u p p o r t
P ro c esse s
N ew sle tte rs

P ro fessio n al

Support

Liaision

P ro c e s s
M ark etin g

6.

C o n v e n tio n S u p p o r t
P ro c e s s e s
H o te l/V e n d o r
E x h ib its J
M gm t.
C o n tin u in g
E du catio n

7
, II S erv ice to Apply,
Jo u rn a ls
„
. p -f .
•
i R ecru it & T ram

5. OUTPUTS
— —S erv ice s—

B o o k sto re

j P ro g ram

j

I n te g r a tin g P ro c e s s e s
F inance

4.

P erfo rm an ce j
Im p ro v em en t 1

T e ch n o lo g y

RECEIVING SYSTEM
M em bers
C onvention
attendees
R esearch
o rg an izatio n s
U n iv ersity
P ro g ram s
B eh av io r
analysis
agencies
O th er
p ro fessio n al
n etw o rk
o rganizations

PROCESSING SYSTEM FEEDBACK

P erfo rm an ce tre n d s o f all p ro cesses

7.
8

B

RECEIVING SYSTEM FEEDBACK
Q u a n tity a n d co m p o sitio n o f m em bers,
co n v e n tio n atten d ees, & b e h a v io r a n aly sis o rg an iz a tio n saffilia te d w ith A B A
S u rv ey resu lts

Figure 8. A B A Administration.
The seven elements o f the ABA Administration system shown in Figure 8 are de
scribed below.
1. The mission o f the A BA administration is to implement the directions o f the Ex
ecutive Council, maintain financial integrity, and manage all administrative processes o f
the organization (ABA, 2002).
2. The inputs to the ABA administration processing system include A B A members,
labor, materials, technology, and vendors. The inputs make it possible for the A B A ad
ministration to produce services to support the field.
3. The processing system consists o f a wide range o f tasks that produce the overall
outputs o f the A BA administration. To understand the role o f the various processes, they
are broken down into three types: core, support, and integrating (Malott, 2001a, 2001b,
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2003). This breakdown is illustrated in the Processing System o f the ABA Administration
in Figure 8.
Core processes are critical for the survival o f the organization because they pro
vide the financial support to the rest o f the organization. A B A ’s core processes are mem
bership and convention.
Support processes contribute to the various activities o f the organization’s opera
tions as w ell as the success o f the core processes, but alone they are not integral to the
organization’s survival. The support processes that enhance the membership process
(which is one o f the core processes) are services delivered to members, which include
journals, newsletters, Service to Apply Recruit & Train (START)1, and professional liai
son. The support processes that enhance the convention process are exhibits, bookstore,
continuing education, hotel/vendor management, and the convention program. One sup
port process that works to enhance both the member and convention core processes is the
marketing process.
Integrating processes affect all functions o f ABA. Integrating processes are those
that enhance the effectiveness o f the core and support processes. A B A ’s integrating proc
esses include finance, technology, and performance improvement.
4. The processing system feedback consists o f performance trends o f all the proc
esses with the A B A administration; however, only the measures related to Service to Ap
ply, Recruit, & Train (START) were examined in the current study.
5. The outputs o f A B A ’s administration are services to its consumers.

1 START, one o f A B A ’s support processes, is the ABA administration process this dissertation is ulti
mately addressing.
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6. The receiving system consists o f the consumers o f A BA services and includes
A B A members, convention attendees, and behavior analysis organizations.
7. The receiving system feedback indicates whether the services provided by ABA
are meeting the needs o f the consumers. These measures include the number o f members,
convention attendees, and behavior analysis organizations affiliated with ABA. Receiv
ing system feedback also includes survey results related to the services that ABA pro
vides.
Process M easures
Process measures indicate the process’ contribution to the larger system in which
it a part. START is a process within the A BA administration. The measures that deter
mine its value within A BA are related to income, consumer feedback, matches made be
tween behavior analysts and behavior analysis organizations, and process efficiency. All
o f these measures indicate the success o f the overall START system. Income is an impor
tant indicator linked to success o f the process, but this measure alone is not sufficient
(Brethower, 2000). Consumers are what ultimately determine the value o f the service;
therefore, the value added to consumers is a critical measure. The goal o f the START
system was to match behavior analysts with behavior analysis employers, so the level o f
matching was an important measure. Finally, process efficiency was central to the suc
cess o f the new system because the process had to adapt within the rest o f the A B A ad
ministration processes. The new system had to be effective and require minimal labor
hours from the A BA staff. The process measures collected as a result o f the design and
implementation o f the new placement system are described in Table 3. Each measure
contributed to the design o f the new system as w ell as added value to ABA.
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Table 3. Process Measures Related to A BA ’s Placement System.

Process Measures

Contribution to the Design o f New System

How Measure Will Add Value to
ABA

Income/Cost

The new system design required a low
operating budget

Client satisfaction (sur
vey results)

The new system was programmed to collect
survey information electronically. Surveys
assessed specific aspects o f service quality

Consumer input will allow ABA
staff to improve service appro
priately

Matches

The electronic survey included a question
asking if the person found a job, internship,
or employee (depending on if they were an
applicant or employers)

Will help ABA staff to deter
mine if the service is meeting its
goal

Process efficiency

Examined the “is” o f the old system to de
termine the “should” o f the new system

W ill indicate if the process is
more efficient

Will show if value exceeded
cost

Behavioral Systems Engineering Model Road Map
At this point in the analysis, the field o f behavior analysis was shown and it was
identified where A B A fits into the processing system o f the field. ABA was then ana
lyzed as a system and how the administration o f A B A fits into the processing system o f
ABA. Subsequently, the A BA administration was looked at as a system. It is possible to
analyze in detail any one o f the processes in the administrative processing system. The
focus o f this dissertation was on the START process. Figure 9 illustrates the system lev
els covered thus far to clarify where this analysis has been and where it is going.
Task
The START system is a support process within the A B A administration system.
The environmental variables that affect START are associated with ABA; therefore,
START is susceptible to changes as ABA changes (e.g., as A B A ’s membership increases,
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Figure 9. Road Map.
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those targeted for specific marketing attempts include new members). The START task
system is shown in Figure 10.
1. MISSION
To place behavior analysts in appropriate jobs, internships, and graduate programs in order to support the growth and vitality of
behavior analysis through research, education, and practice.
3. PROCESSING SYSTEM

6.
2.

RECEIVING SYSTEM

INPUTS

Labor resources
Materials/technology
Behavior analysts
Employers
Graduate Programs
Internship sites

■
*
Placed
■
— behavior— ►
analysts
"
5. OUTPUT

«

Applicants
Employers
Graduate
programs
Internship
sites

4. PROCESSING SYSTEM FEEDBACK
•
Marketing impact
Survey returns
Retention of users
Quantity o f interviews scheduled
7.
-•
■

RECEIVING SYSTEM FEEDBACK
Quantity and composition o f users and m atchesSurvey results

Figure 10. START Task System.
The seven elements o f the START task system are described below.
1.

The mission o f START is to place behavior analysts in appropriate jobs, intern

ships, and graduate programs in order to support the growth and vitality o f behavior
analysis through research, education, and practice. The START system is aligned with
the ABA administration system’s mission and the ABA organization’s m ission.
2.

The inputs to the START system are applicants, jobs, internships, graduate

schools, labor, materials, technology, and direction from the Council and the Education
Board. Inputs were considered when designing the START system so it aligned with the
needs and strategies developed within other areas o f the organization.
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3. The processing system consists o f four sub processes: marketing and recruitment,
retention, convention interviews, and system development. The design o f these subproc
esses and the necessary tasks are described in the next chapter (which focuses on the de
sign o f START). Because o f the complexity, the processing system o f START is not il
lustrated in its entirety but is discussed later.
4. The processing system feedback includes the impact o f marketing, survey returns,
retention o f users, and the quantity o f interviews scheduled.
5. The outputs o f the START processing system are placed behavior analysts.
6. The receiving system includes applicants, behavior analysis employers, graduate
programs, and internship sites.
7. The receiving system feedback includes the number o f matches made and client
satisfaction with the service.
Task M easures
If a system is appropriately designed, task-related measures should be those that
demonstrate the accomplishments o f the performer(s). If task-related measures indicate
that performance is not meeting specified criteria, then one should look closer to analyze
why and adjust environmental/human performance system variables accordingly (see
Gilbert, 1996; Brethower, 2000; Malott, 2003). Task-related measures should reflect what
the performer did and has control over. Measures collected as a result o f the design and
implementation o f START included those associated with to marketing, recruitment, sur
vey returns, retention o f users, and number o f convention interviews scheduled. Table 4
describes how each measure contributed to the design o f the new system and how it will
add value to ABA.
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Table 4. Task Measures.

Task Measures

Marketing and Recruit
ment:

Contribution to the Design o f New System

The new system was programmed to collect
all o f these data electronically

■ User analysis

How Measure Will Add
Value to ABA
" Data will describe which
marketing method was
most effective
■ Data will indicate peak
times which is a helpful
measure for ABA to plan
for work load o f staff

* Impact o f mass emails
■ Marketing results
■ Resumes and jobs posted
by month

* Data will show areas that
have potential for im
provement

■ Applicant composition
■ Employer composition
Retention:
■ Survey returns

The new system was programmed to track the
number o f jobs posted by employer by date

Data assisted in the design
o f improvement strategies

The new system included an improved inter
view Scheduling system which involved the
addition o f ABA staff to call hotel rooms or
cell phones o f applicants and employers and
schedule interviews immediately upon request

Data indicated how well
the ABA staff was proac
tively scheduling inter
views

■ Number o f jobs posted
by employers
Convention Interviews:
■ Number o f interviews
scheduled

Behavior
After it was clear what tasks are necessary to achieve the objectives o f the proc
ess, in this case, the START process, the next step was to identify the necessary behav
iors that make up those tasks. The following chapter provides the details o f the numerous
behaviors that were identified to develop and maintain START. To summarize, the
START system manager’s behaviors were analyzed within the overall context o f a sys
tem (see Figure 11).
The seven system elements o f the behavior system view o f START are described below.
1.

The mission for the START system manager is to ensure that START goals are

met.
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1. M IS S IO N
To ensure that START goals are met.
6.REC EIV ING SYSTEM

2. INPUTS
Labor
resources
M aterials/
technology
Knowledge
Capabilities
Existing &
potential
clients

4.
"
•

3. PRO CESSING SYSTEM

S. OUTPUTS
M arketing designs
Emails
Data
Council reports
Retained clients
-►
Scheduled Interviews
Surveys analyzed
Im provem ent plans
New sletter articles

ft

System M anager’s Behaviors
See Table 10

Executive
Council
M embers
Convention
attendees
Research
organizations
University
Programs
Behavior
analysis
agencies
Other
professional
network
organizations

PR O C ESSIN G SYSTEM FEEDBACK
Timeliness and accuracy o f data analyses
Quantity o f interviews scheduled

7. RECEIVING SYSTEM FEEDBACK
“
■

Suggestions
M atches

Figure 11. START Behavior System.
2. The inputs are labor resources, materials/technology, knowledge, capabilities, and
existing and potential clients.
3.

The processing system consists o f all o f the key behaviors necessary for ongoing

maintenance and development the START system. These behaviors are specified in the
next chapter (Table 10).
4. The processing system feedback includes measures o f the behaviors o f the system
manager such as the timeliness and accuracy o f data analyses and the quantity o f inter
views scheduled (Table 10).
5. There are numerous outputs o f the behavior system which include marketing de
signs, emails, data, PowerPoint slides, retained clients, scheduled interviews, surveys
analyzed, improvement plans, and newsletter articles.
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6. The receiving system includes the Executive Council, ABA members, convention
attendees, research organizations, university programs, behavior analysis agencies, and
other professional network organizations.
7. The receiving system feedback includes suggestions for enhancing the service and
matches.
Behavior M easures
Behavior measures specify the frequency and other aspects o f behavior. Many
behaviors were required to develop and maintain the START system (see Chapter III).
During the course o f this dissertation, the relevant behaviors for the START system man
ager were identified. Based on this identification, a job model was designed for the
START system manager. The job model w ill allow for systematic data collection associ
ated with the behavior o f the system manager that can be conducted in future studies.
Management
It is impossible and unnecessary to measure every behavior that occurs; therefore,
managers should be interested in measuring the critical behaviors that contribute to the
achievement o f the task, which enhances the success o f the process. Due to the nature o f
the data reporting system in the A BA administration, the START system manager’s be
havior that w ill be managed on a regular basis is data entry. Data entry is one o f the many
behaviors required o f the START system manager and must be monitored by a higher
level manager (i.e., the Executive Director); therefore, the Executive Director manages
the system manager’s behavior o f entering data by a deadline (Friday, 5:00 p.m.). Ideally,
more levels o f managers should be involved in supporting the behavior o f data entry to
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maintain the system. Figure 12 illustrates the ideal performance management system for
START. This is discussed later.
1. M IS SIO N
T o support behavior change that contributes to the attainm ent o f job, process, and organizational goals

3. P R O C E S S IN G SY STEM
W H O SE
B E H A V IO R ?
TA RGET
P A R T IC IP A N T ^
System M anager

.

2 IN PU TS

0
■
■

Labor resources
Materials
/technology.
Revenue

LEVEL I
Executive
Director

L E V E L II
Executive
Council

LEVEL III
Members

B E FO R E ?

B E H A V IO R ?

W ill receive
request for
data

Enter data by
deadline

AFTER?

Will not receive
request for

W ill lose
opportunity for
Council approval

R equest data i f not
provided

W ill not lose
opportunity for
Council approval

W ill lose
opportunity for
m em ber approval

Give positive
feedback for
success o f START

W ill not lose
opportunity for
m em ber approval

Will lose
opportunity for a
helpful placem ent
system

Give positive
feedback for
START

W ill not lose
opportunity for a
helpful placement
system

6. R E C E IV IN G
SY STEM

5. O U TPU T
-j Effective
^-placem ent—
service

Members
Convention
attendees
Research
organizations
University
Programs
Behavior
analysis
agencies
Other
professional
network
organizations

^ _________________________________________ 4. P R O C E S S IN G SY ST E M F E E D B A C K _____________________ ]
■ Timeliness o f data entry

__________________________________________________________________________________ 7. R E C E IV IN G SY ST E M F E E D B A C K _________________
■ Satisfaction with the Service

Figure 12. Ideal Performance Management System for START.
The seven elements o f the performance management system are described below.
1. The mission is to support behavior that contributes to the attainment o f job, proc
ess, and organizational goals.
2. The inputs include labor resources, materials/technology, and revenue.
3. The processing system involves all levels o f management to support the desired
behavior change. The example shown here is the START system manager entering data.
4. Processing system feedback includes the timeliness o f data entry.
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5. The output o f the performance management system o f START is an effective
placement service.
6. The receiving system includes those who receive the continuously developing
service: members, convention attendees, research organizations, university programs, be
havior analysis agencies, other professional network organizations.
7. The receiving system feedback is the satisfaction with the service as reported by
the receiving system.
M anagement M easures
Management measures describe how w ell the targeted behavior change is man
aged. If the targeted behavior to manage is not managed effectively, the system is threat
ened. The management measure in the example o f data entry w ill be the timeliness o f
data entry, since this was the targeted behavior. This measure was not collected in the
current study and is discussed later.
Overview o f the Behavioral Systems Engineering Model
Figure 13 presents the Behavioral Systems Engineering Model applied to START.
This model presents a bird’s eye view o f how each system is embedded within a larger
system.
START Measures
Table 5 summarizes each system level, how each level relates to START, the
characteristic o f the measures for each system level, and the measures collected based on
the implementation o f START.
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Field o f behavior analysis (Macrosystem)

A BA (Organization)
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Figure 13. Behavioral Systems Engineering Model Applied to START.
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System
Level
Related to
START

Field o f Be
havior Analy
sis

ABA

ABA Ad
ministration

START

START Sys
tem Manager’s
Behaviors

Management
o f the critical
behavior
across levels

Describes the
performance
o f the field
(related to
human re
sources)

Describes
overall organ
izational per
formance

Describes
overall
process
value within
larger sys
tem it is a
part o f

Describes the
accomplish
ment o f the
performer

Describes spe
cific, observ
able behaviors

Describes how
well the tar
geted behavior
change is be
ing managed

Number o f
employers,
applicants, and
positions

ABA member
ship composi
tion

Income/cost

Web user
analysis

Quantity o f
potential cli
ents

Timeliness o f
data entry

START System Measures

Macrosystem

Measure character
istic

Table 5. START Measures.

Applicants
versus job
positions by
degree and
interest area

Organization

Interest areas
o f members

Process

Client satis
faction (sur
vey results)
Matches
Process effi
ciency

Salary ranges
o f job posi
tions by degree
and interest
area

Task

Impact on
mass emails
Marketing
results
Applicant
analysis

Behavior

Timeliness and
accuracy of
data analyses
Quantity of
interviews
scheduled

Employer
analysis
Survey returns
Resumes and
jobs posted by
month

Composition
o f behavior
analysis
graduate pro
grams

Interviews
scheduled

University
affiliation o f
applicants

Note: The first
two measures
listed were not
collected in the
current study
but were de
veloped as part
o f the system
manager’s job
model

Management

Note: These
measures were
not collected
in the current
study but the
ABA data
management
system was
deigned to
collect this
measure in the
future

Chapter Summary
This chapter consisted o f a systems analysis o f all the interconnected systems re
lated to the placement system (START) provided by ABA. The Behavioral Systems En
gineering Model guided the analysis o f each system level (macro, organization, process,
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task, behavior, and management). After each system level was analyzed, the relevant
measures related to START were identified. These important measures were listed and
described in terms o f how each one contributed to the design o f the new system and how
it should add value to ABA. U sing the information obtained by the systems analysis and
measurement specification, the following chapter describes the design o f START from
the existing job placement service in 2001, the details related to the implementation o f
the service, and how the system should maintain following the current study.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter describes the design and implementation o f A B A ’s START system.
It begins with the background o f various aspects o f A B A ’s Job Placement Service to
highlight what was changed in the new system. It then addresses how the systems analy
sis conducted in the previous chapter contributed to the necessary details for shifting the
existing Job Placement Service (the is) into a more valuable service (the should). Next, it
describes the implementation o f the service. Lastly, it addresses the behaviors necessary
to maintain and develop the service following the current study.
What is Different About the N ew System?
A B A ’s Job Placement Service originated in 1975. The exclusive function o f the
service was to schedule interviews between employers and applicants at the Association’s
annual convention. The clients o f the service were applicants and employers who at
tended the annual convention. The operations o f the service were carried out by volun
teers within the organization. The service was managed w ell each year, but the system
was not evolving, perhaps because o f the lack o f a comprehensive approach to its devel
opment. Table 6 shows the key features o f the old system from 1975 versus the new sys
tem in 2002. Appendix B provides a further description o f the service’s background il
lustrated in Table 6.
In sum, two major problems were identified that were the focus o f the new system
design: (a) the process was inefficient and (b) data were limited. To evaluate further the
problems with the existing system in 2001, a gap analysis was conducted.
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Table 6. Background o f A B A ’s Job Placement Service.

Aspects o f the
service

Post job or
resume at the
convention
Post job or
resume on the
A BA Website
year round1

Year
Task Details
2002

1975-2001
Process

Manual

Automated (On-line)

Who did it

ABA Staff

Client

Process

Manual

Automated (On-line)

Who did it

ABA Staff

Client

Process

Manual and only at the convention

Automated (On-line) year round +
at convention

Who did it

Client requested interview or submit
ted resume through ABA staff

Request inter
views and
submit resume

Client (year round)
ABA Staff
(convention)

Process

Read note cards posted on bulletin
boards and then request full descrip
tion o f job or resume from a conven
tion staff person

Automated (On-line)

Who did it

ABA staff posted all information on
note cards and pinned up on bulletin
boards

Client

A graduate training directory was
printed in 1998. It was sold for $15.

Automated (On-line)

Process

Who did it

ABA Staff

Client

Process

N/A

Process

Manual

Electronic

Who did it

ABA Staff

Computer automated/Client on-line

Conduct job
or applicant
searches

Search or post
graduate train
ing opportuni
ties

Post and
search intern
ships
Data collec
tion

Free access

Automated (On-line)

1 Option to post a job or resume on-line became available in 1998.
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Gap Analysis
A gap analysis (Rummler & Brache, 1995) is a structure that helps to examine the
current state o f a system, the is, and specify what the system should do to fix the prob
lems and to align with the rest o f the organization. The is/should structure facilitates crea
tive strategies for making improvements to an existing system. Conducting a gap analysis
requires the observation and understanding o f the existing process in need o f change.
These observations are documented by way o f a process map. A s Rummler and Brache
noted, “This [process] mapping format allows the team to see all critical interfaces, over
lay the time to complete various subprocesses on the map, and identify ‘disconnects’ in
the process” (p. 49). The identification o f illogical, missing, or extraneous steps (discon
nects) facilitate the development o f the should, that is, how the process can be stream
lined and become more effective.
A gap analysis highlights the is, the should, and the details on how to close the
gaps. The is items were based on observations from the existing process map o f A B A ’s
Job Placement Service and pertinent historical information, such as the number o f em
ployers and applicants who used the service. The should items were derived from the sys
tems analysis conducted in the previous chapter. The how to close the gap items were
based on recommendations from the self-study (Hayes & Coriaty, 2000), suggestions
from the ABA Executive Council, market research, and available resources (e.g., budget
and staffing). The gap analysis conducted for the design o f START is provided in Ap
pendix C. Based on the gap analysis, six objectives were specified for the new system
(START):
1. Increase the number o f users
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2. Ensure that the service is easy to use and manage
3. Organize the convention process to better serve clients
4. Include graduate training opportunities (graduate programs & internship sites)
5. Collect data
6. Engage in system development efforts on a regular basis
An on-line system was created to address all o f these objectives. The design o f the
on-line system consisted o f an infrastructure strategically designed to grow with the
evolving needs o f consumers (i.e., applicants, employers, graduate programs, and intern
ship sites in the field o f behavior analysis) and the staff who managed the system. The
specifications for the on-line system were developed by the researcher based on the gap
analysis details and measures specified in the systems analysis (described in the previous
chapter) that were determined to add value to ABA. The specifications, which were
drafted from the end user perspective, were then given to A B A ’s senior computer pro
grammer to perform the computer programming component o f the on-line system. The
original specifications given to the computer programmer are provided in Appendix D.
Both the system designer and the computer programmer were part-time, student employ
ees o f ABA. The design o f the specifications, programming, testing, and revisions took
five months to complete.
START Process M ap
There were three components to the new system: jobs, internships, and graduate
programs. This dissertation focused on the job component and was a preliminary stage
for the development o f the other two. Based on the new design o f START, the overall
process was divided into four subprocesses: marketing and recruitment, retention, con-
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vention interviews, and system development. Each subprocess was specifically designed
to accomplish the activities designed to close the gaps from is to should. A process map
illustrates this division o f the subprocesses o f START and the tasks necessary for execut
ing the overall START process (Malott, 2001a; 2001b; 2003; Rummler & Brache, 1995).
The steps involved in developing a process map include documenting the current
process (is process map) by receiving input from everyone involved in the process (see
Malott, 2001a, 2003). The is map guides the development o f the ideal process (i.e., the
should). Since the existing job placement system changed to an on-line system and each
subprocess was developed specifically to support the on-line system, the should process
map was a new creation. The START process, subprocesses, performers, tasks, and out
puts o f each task are shown in Figure 14. (Appendix E includes the full version o f the
START should map.)
The information provided by a process map helps managers observe how a proc
ess works and ensures that a process operates as designed. It also allows for managers to
revise it to meet the realities o f the system in which a process exists. Each time the proc
ess changes, the map should reflect those changes to maintain clarity about how a process
works. After the START system was tested, a plan for managikig the system was devel
oped and it was introduced to the A BA membership.
Implementation o f START
START was implemented (i.e., posted on the A BA website) on January 25, 2002.
A ll members o f A BA were sent an email announcing the new system. A marketing study
was also conducted at the beginning the system ’s implementation. The aim o f the
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Figure 14. START Should Process Map.
study was to recruit applicants to use START to find jobs, internships, and graduate pro
grams. The study was conducted to determine a successful method for recruiting appli
cants primarily through existing activities o f the organization (e.g., emails, newsletters,
and program books). The setting was the administrative headquarters o f the Association
for Behavior Analysis (ABA). In 2002, ABA had 3,936 members, 39 affiliated chapters
(chapter members totaled 10,772), 21 special interest groups, and 13 accredited graduate
programs in nine universities. The marketing study lasted 11 months (from January 25,
2002 to December 31, 2002).
The initial focus on recruiting applicants instead o f employers (who posted jobs
and internships) and graduate programs was intended to develop an attractive pool o f
candidates for employers. This study set the stage for direct recruitment o f employers and
graduate programs. In addition, since the setting was an applied work environment, the
proposed procedures had to meet the organizational objectives associated with resource
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availability (e.g., staffing). The quality o f the process would have been sacrificed if too
many goals were established at the onset o f the system’s implementation. The obtained
results from this current examination w ill assist A BA in the development o f strategies to
recruit employers and graduate programs in future improvement efforts.
Participants and Independent Variables
Participants for the marketing study were selected by extracting information from
the A B A membership database at the time o f each marketing initiative. The participants
included past and present student members o f ABA. The participant list evolved as stu
dent members joined the organization and was aligned with the normal practices o f the
organization. For instance, the ABA Convention N ewsletter is normally sent to members
from previous years for recruitment purposes. Accordingly, one o f the independent vari
ables was a center-page, color advertisement in the convention newsletter describing
START. Table 7 describes the participants and the independent variables they were ex
posed to. Each marketing variable is provided in Appendix F.
M aterials
The necessary materials for conducting the marketing study included the A BA
membership database, a mass email program called Mailbomber, and the START data
base. Data analyses were conducted by using the START database and Microsoft Excel.
A ll the marketing variables implemented in the course o f the study were aligned with ex
isting outlets o f ABA (e.g., email, web, newsletter).
M easurement
The dependent variable in this marketing study was the number o f people who
posted a resume based on marketing variables. To determine that the measured response
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Table 7. Participants and Independent Variables in the Marketing Study.
Independent Vari
able

Date Imple
mented

Number o f par
ticipants

January 25,
2002

1,149

2001 and 2002 ABA Student Members as o f January
25, 2002 with valid email addresses

Center-page, color
advertisement in
the ABA Conven
tion Newsletter

March 1, 2002

1,776

1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002 student members o f ABA
with valid mailing addresses as o f March 1, 2002

Mass Email 2

April 25, 2002

1,219

2001 and 2002 ABA student members as o f April 25,
2002 with valid email addresses

Convention (Flyer
in registration
packets & ABA
Program adver
tisement)

May 24-28,
2002

965

2002 ABA student members that attended the conven
tion

Electronic prompt
to sign up for
START on the on
line membership
form

September 1,
2002

128

Student members who signed up for membership on
line between September 1, 2002-December 31, 2002

Mass Email 3

December 18,
2002

1,398

Mass Email 1

Participant description

2002-2003 ABA student members with valid email
addresses as o f December 18, 2002.

o f posting a resume was due to a marketing intervention, a survey question was added to
the sign-up form. The sign-up form was the first step in the process and was required to
access the on-line service. The survey question asked the person to select from a drop
down menu o f choices o f how they heard o f the service. The drop down menu selections
were received an email, convention newsletter, convention, membership renewal, instruc
tor, used service in past, and other: plea se specify. The person could not complete the
sign-up process unless a response was made to this question. Many participants were ex
posed to more than one independent variable; therefore reporting might have been con
founded.
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The nature o f the study limited experimental control because the participants’ be
haviors could not be directly observed in a controlled setting by the researcher. Despite
the lack o f control, valuable insight emerged. A s organizational improvement practitio
ners, it should be our aim to discover effective strategies, though often the precise details
o f w hy they work might not be clear the first time implemented. Results can be system
atically examined to discover important details to revise the marketing study the next
time around.
Maintaining and Developing START
Because the researcher in the current study was also the system designer, it was
important to identify the key behaviors to measure to ensure the system was not only
maintained, but continuously developed. Table 8 illustrates the job model created for the
START system manager. The measures specified in Table 8 were not collected for the
current study, but rather it was intended that during the course o f this study, the necessary
behaviors were identified and related outcome measures were determined. Thus, based on
what worked and what did not work to complete the tasks required to meet the objectives
o f the START process, necessary behaviors were identified and listed. In addition, as the
system continues to evolve, the necessary behaviors w ill change. It is imperative that the
future system manager continues to update this job model as the system changes. Table
10 highlights the task, behaviors, major outputs expected, and the measure o f those out
puts. The measures w ill indicate i f behaviors are occurring as they should.
To maintain and develop START, effective contingencies are needed to sustain
the involvement o f the various levels o f managers in ABA. During the time that the
START system was implemented, a data management system for the A BA administration
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Table 8. START System Manager Job Model.
Task
Conduct market
research

Behaviors
Develop list o f potential clients

Outputs

Measures

■ Marketing
design

■ Quantity o f
potential
clients

Write email to recruit them to use the service

■ Timeliness

Design data collection process to track who was tar
geted & who signed up
Implement mar
keting design

Send emails
Collect and analyze data

■ Emails sent

■ Timeliness

* Graphs

■ Accuracy

■ Data en
tered

■ Timeliness

■ Council
reports

■ Timeliness

■ Retained
clients

■ Timeliness

Generate graphs o f results
Enter weekly
data

Extract data from START database each week
Enter weekly data in A B A ’s electronic management
system as specified & report at staff meeting

Update data in
Council slides

Update slides as requested

Retention and
Client Service

Solve problems as they arise

■ Accuracy

■ Accuracy

Proactively follow up with applicants and employers
to facilitate matches
Schedule inter
views on site

Request company logos and create a professional and
exciting on site display

■ Scheduled
interviews

Clarify with all applicants and employers (when they
check in) to use you as the central point o f commu
nication
Collect hotel or cell phone numbers where each cli
ent could be contacted
Schedule one or two blocks o f time for interviews
when employer checks in
Distribute list o f applicants who are at the conven
tion to employers
Distribute list o f employers who are at the conven
tion to applicants
Schedule interviews as requested
Collect, analyze, and report data
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■ Number of
interviews
scheduled

Table 10 —Continued
Task
Analyze survey
results

Outputs

Behaviors
Extract data from START database

Measures

* Data ana
lyzed

Put results into graphical format & report for review
Recycle system

Review system data and survey results with Execu
tive Director once a year

■ Improve
ment plans

■ Timeliness

Update process map to “should”
Specify tasks and behaviors necessary to meet new
objectives
Publish data in
A B A ’s fall
Newsletter

Develop graphs and comments about the START
system from the previous year and state how the sys
tem is going to be improved

* Article to
newsletter
coordinator

■ Timeliness

was simultaneously being implemented. Thus, the development o f a comprehensive man
agement system that will include all levels o f managers is still being developed as the
data management system evolves. However, the preliminary analyses o f the contingen
cies that w ill maintain the behaviors o f the levels o f management in A B A are offered.
The behavior o f entering data is one o f the START system manager’s tasks and is
critical because ongoing data management communicates clear information about the sys
tem’s performance; therefore, the performance management contingency w ill be to enter
the data by a specified deadline each week. I f data are not entered by the deadline, the
Executive Director should provide contingent feedback related to data reporting by re
questing missing data. Relevant feedback from the supervisor related to data entry is a
sizable and probable outcome that should be effective in managing the behavior o f the
system manager’s entering data (Malott, 1996). Noncompliance with the rule (“enter
START data by 5:00 p.m. or I will receive request for data from supervisor”) establishes
an aversive condition that w ill be terminated by compliance (Malott, 1996). Figure 15
illustrates the contingencies for the START system manager.
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Ineffective Natural Contingency

Will go one more
hour without data
entered

Will not go one
more hour
without data
entered

Enter data

Effective Perform ance-Management Contingency
5:00 p.m.
Friday
Will receive
Executive
Director’s request
for data

Enter data

Will not receive
Executive
Director’s request
for data

Enter data

No fear of
receiving
Executive
Director’s request
for data

Inferred Direct-Acting Contingency
Fear of receiving
Executive
Director’s request
for data

Figure 15. Contingencies for the System Manager.
A B A ’s electronic data-management system was designed so that the START sys
tem manager was required to enter data by a deadline and the date that the data are en
tered and was recorded on the top o f their w eekly data report. This data collection process
w ill allow for future measures to be collected on the effectiveness o f this performance
management contingency. If data are not entered on time, then another performance man
agement contingency w ill be necessary to implement.
Due to the nature o f A BA , the nature o f the contingencies influencing the Execu
tive Director’s behavior o f managing data entry shifts at certain times o f the year. On a
w eekly basis, it is most likely that those who deliver effective consequences for the be
havior o f requesting data (if not provided) are the staff members. The contingency that
probably controls the Executive Director’s behavior is an effective natural contingency:
“Request data if not provided or I w ill lose staff approval”. If the Executive Director does
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not request data when relevant, then another contingency should be considered. See Fig
ure 16.
W HOSE
BEHAVIOR?
TARGET
PARTICIPANT ^

System Manager

LEVEL I

Executive
Director

AFTER?

BEFORE?

BEHAVIOR?

Will receive
Executive
Director’s request
for data

Enter data Friday,
5:00 p.m.

Will not receive
Executive
Director’s request
for data

Will lose
opportunity for
staff approval

Request data if not
provided

Will not lose
opportunity for
staff approval

Figure 16. A B A ’s W eekly Performance Management System.
When the Executive Council meeting deadlines approach, the effective contin
gency that w ill influence the current Executive Director’s behavior o f requesting data will
be the avoidance o f the loss o f Council approval. Because the A B A Executive Council
members rotate each year, the only permanent high-level manager is the Executive Direc
tor, who is responsible for ensuring that the ABA administration functions as planned and
who reports data twice a year on all o f the processes within A B A to the Executive Coun
cil. The approaching council meeting deadlines w ill establish effective natural contingen
cies that maintain the Executive Director’s behaviors related to supporting the behaviors
that are necessary for the achievement o f tasks associated with the success o f each proc
ess within ABA. The effective natural contingency for the Executive Council members to
provide positive feedback to the Executive Director about START data should be avoid
ance o f the loss o f approval from A BA members. This ideal performance management
structure is shown in Figure 17.
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WHOSE

BEFORE?

BEHAVIOR?

Will receive
request for
data

Enter data by
deadline

Will not receive
request for
data

Will lose
opportunity for
Council approval

Request data if not
provided

Will not lose
opportunity for
Council approval

Executive
Council

Will lose
opportunity for
member approval

Give positive
feedback for
success of START

Will not lose
opportunity for
member approval

L E V E L III
M em bers

Will lose
opportunity for a
helpful placement
system

Give positive
feedback for
START

Will not lose
opportunity for a
helpful placement
system

BEH AVIO R?
TARGET
PARTICIPANT

System Manager

LEV EL I
Executive
Director

AFTER?

LEV EL II

Figure 17. Contingencies at Various Performance Management Levels.
The behaviors o f interest for each level o f management are the ones that provide
performance management support for the targeted behavior change (in this case, the tar
geted behavior change is the START system manager’s behavior o f entering data). Each
level o f management should provide a sizable and probable consequence to the person
that they manage. In this example, the Executive Council should provide feedback to the
Executive Director who manages the targeted behavior o f the START System Manager
(entering data).
Chapter Summary
A background o f the Job Placement Service was presented to show the key differ
ences between the old job placement system and the new system (START). A gap analy
sis guided the specification o f six objectives o f the new system: (1) increase the number
o f users; (2) ensure that the service is easy to use and manage; (3) organize the conven-
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tion process to better serve clients; (4) include graduate training opportunities; (5) collect
data; and (6) engage in system development efforts on a regular basis. A process map il
lustrated the flow o f the tasks. The on-line START system was then implemented and a
marketing study was conducted to recruit users (specifically targeting student members o f
ABA). The necessary behaviors for maintaining and developing the START system were
identified and a job model was shown, along with an example o f a performance manage
ment system to support the involvement o f high-level managers in the START process.
Chapter IV presents the results o fth e implementation o f the START system.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results o f the design and implementation o f the START
system. Three sets o f data are presented to show system performance measures: (a) per
formance trends o f the overall system; (b) marketing results; and (c) field-related data.
The results presented in this chapter were measures specified in the systems analysis o f
START (from chapter II). Performance trend data show the impact o f the new system in
comparison to previous years. Marketing data show which marketing variable was most
successful in recruiting users. Field-related data show how w ell the START infrastructure
provided data that was needed to explain relevant aspects o f the human- resource compo
nent o f behavior analysis. Table 9 summarizes these three types o f measures and the sys
tem level to which they pertain.
Performance Trends
Users
The number o f users is a macrosystem measure, but at this early stage o f the
START system, there were not enough users to truly represent the field o f behavior
analysis. Over time, these data will more accurately represent the field and w ill assist
ABA in further identifying the gaps between the supply and demand for behavior ana
lysts. The data indicate the number o f users o f START in 2002 might have increased as a
result o f the new system. Figure 18 shows the number o f users o f A B A ’s Job Placement
Service (1997-2001) and START (2002). In 2002, 204 applicants posted their resume and
149 employers posted 267 job positions. The highest impact is seen in number o f appli
cants who used the service in 2002, increasing 158% from 2001. The
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Table 9. Summary o f Measures and Corresponding System Level.
Performance Trend Data
Macrosystem

Organization
Process

Task

*

Marketing Results

Number o f users

Field Related Data
■

Number o f applicants
versus job positions by
degree and interest area

■

Means and ranges o f
starting salaries

■

Summary o f graduate
program characteristics

Current study did not impact organization data
■

Income

■

Survey results

■

Matches

■

Process efficiency

■

Number o f jobs and
resumes posted by
month

■

Number o f convention
interviews scheduled

*

Percent o f survey
returns

*

Analysis o f how people
heard o f the service

*

Web users by member
type

■

Web hits

■

Marketing impact on
targeted participants

Behavior

Behavior system data not collected in current study

Management

Management system data not collected in current study

number o f job positions posted increased 31% and the number o f employers increased
9% in 2002.
Both the number o f applicants and the number o f positions increased while the
discrepancy between them decreased. Because previous data reveal an upward trend re
lated to the number o f applicants, employers, and positions, it is uncertain which vari
ables are directly responsible for the increase in 2002. The increases might have been a
result o f a combination o f variables. For example, the service was easier to use than in the
past, included more personalized features, and was reduced in price. In addition, the ac
tivities within the field related to the certification movement might have increased the
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demand for certified behavior analysts which might have increased the number o f job
postings on START.

Applicants

□ Positions

2002-START

Figure 18. Number o f Employers, Applicants, and Positions.
Resume and Job Postings by Month
The number o f resumes and jobs posted is a task measure because it is related to
how w ell the service was marketed by the performer (i.e., the system manager). These
data also indicate the flow o f the peak times o f the service, which has implications for the
management o f the system by allocating appropriate labor hours for the A B A staff person
who manages the system. The number o f resumes posted by month was consistently
higher in 2002 than in previous years, as shown in Figure 19. These data indicate that the
START system was a contributing variable to the increase in the number o f resumes
posted. The high number o f resume postings in May 2001 was a result o f an applicant
recruitment project conducted by three graduate students. In 2003, the service was adver-
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tised in the convention newsletter and ABA Program. N o mass emails were sent in 2003
until April, which is discussed shortly.
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Figure 19. Number o f Resumes Posted by Month.
While there was a steady rate o f resumes being posted by applicants after the con
vention, there was essentially no impact on post-convention job postings. See Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Number o f Jobs posted by Month.
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Dec

Income and Expense
Income and cost are process system measures because they indicate the contribu
tion to the A BA administration system. The value o f any system should exceed its cost.
The income and expense measures are also associated with the impact o f this study on the
organizational bottom-line. The costs associated with the Job Placement Service prior to
2001 were grouped with convention expenditures in the A B A financial records; therefore,
the exact cost in previous years is unclear. In 2001, the material cost was $1,020. The
cost associated with START in 2002 is an estimate o f labor cost o f the START system
manager and senior computer programmer. There were no costs associated with labor in
previous years because the service was run by volunteers. The income from START in
creased 86% from 2001. The increase in the income was because employers were renew
ing job postings, which was most likely a factor associated with the ease o f using the ser
vice. Figure 21 shows the income and cost.

Income

Expense

$22,000
$19,140

$20,000
$18,000
$16,000
$14,000
$12,000
$

10,000

$10,285
-

$7,925

$8,000

$8,215
|V ..S60

$6,000
$4,000 -

$ 1,020

$2,000
$0
1999

2001

2000

Figure 21. Income and Expense.
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2002

Convention Interviews
Figure 22 shows the number o f employer and applicant interviews scheduled (by
the START convention staff person) on-site at the annual convention. The number o f in
terviews scheduled in 2001 was higher than in 2002 most likely because in 2001, a team
o f three graduate students implemented a system to enhance on-site interviews. This en
hancement system included the distribution o f information packets o f resumes for em
ployers and jobs for applicants (both sets o f packets were organized by degree and area).
In addition, a job model was designed for the convention staff to proactively schedule
interviews. This proactive interview scheduling portion o f the system from 2001 was the
only part o f the system that maintained in 2002.

100
90 -

1999

2000

2001

2002

Year

Figure 22. Number o f Interviews Scheduled.
Survey Returns
The quality ratings o f the service are the most important measures to collect to
improve the service to meet the needs o f the consumers; the more surveys returned, the
better A BA staff can process the feedback and revise the system. Prior to 2001, ABA had
an existing practice o f surveying convention attendees about each aspect o f the conven-
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tion. The Job Placement Service was included on the convention survey as one o f the
categories rated by convention attendees. However, these surveys did not request infor
mation related to specific aspects o f the service, so the input obtained was not helpful in
improving the service based on consumers’ needs.
In 2001, a survey was administered and it related to specific aspects o f the service
to •employers and applicants who used the service at the annual convention. The percent
o f surveys returned in 2001 was 11%. The percentage doubled in 2002 to 22%, perhaps
due to the electronic nature o f the survey.
Survey Results
The clients o f START w ill ultimately determine the survival o f the system; there
fore, their input is invaluable. The employers (N=T49) and applicants (N=204) who used
the service in 2002 were asked, via email, to complete a survey. Fourteen employers (out
o f 149) and 63 applicants (out o f 204) rated the service along specific dimensions as
excellent, very good, good, average, or poor. The responses from employers were mixed;
however, the majority o f applicant respondents’ rated the service excellent, very good, or
good. Figures 23 and 24 show these survey results. See Appendix G for survey comments
received in 2002 which provides specific feedback from employers and applicants about
improving the service.
Matches
The number/percent o f matches made is a process system measure because the
ultimate goal o f the STAlRT system was to match behavior analysts with behavior analy
sis employers; therefore, this measure is an indicator o f whether or not START is achiev-
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H o w W o u ld Y ou R ate S T A R T A lo n g th e F o llo w in g D im en sio n s?
B E asy to U s e ■ H elp fu l

E xcellent

V ery G o o d

N =14

G ood

A v e ra g e

Poor

R atin g

Figure 23. Employer Survey.

H o w W o u ld Y ou R ate S T A R T A lo n g th e F ollo w in g D im e n sio n s?
N=63
0 E a sy to U s e ■ H elp fu l

E xcellent

V ery G o o d

G ood

A v e ra g e

Poor

R atin g

Figure 24. Applicant Survey.
ing its goal. Seventy seven applicants (out o f 204) responded to the survey question: “Did
you find a job through START?” Forty percent o f respondents (N=31) reported they
found a job through START. This is a good indicator that the service is adding value. B e
cause not all o f the applicants responded, the number o f matches might be higher. Re
finements are needed to address the collection o f data on matches.
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Process Efficiency
Process efficiency was a process system measure which was determined by com 
paring the number o f tasks in the old system to the number o f tasks in the new system. In
2001, the is process map documented 95 tasks. In 2002, the START process design con
sisted o f 24 tasks. This considerable reduction in the number o f tasks indicated that the
process was more efficient than in previous years. More measures should be collected to
examine task complexity.
Marketing Results
Marketing measures were collected to determine the most effective strategy for
recruiting users to the START system. The first measures presented in this section are
related to how the people who signed up for the service heard o f it and their ABA mem
ber type (if applicable). These data were helpful to gain insight as to who was interested
in the service and how they were finding out about it. B y signing up for the service, a
person could access the on-line system and search applicants, jobs, internships, and
graduate programs. There was no fee involved for signing up. The START system was
designed to collect data on each person who signed up for the service, such as user type
(applicant, employer, or graduate program), contact information, A B A membership type,
and how they first heard o f the service.
Figure 25 shows the responses o f all the people in 2002 (N =l,941) who re
sponded to the question: “how did you hear first o f the service?” Twenty-one percent o f
the people who signed up heard o f the service because they received and email from
ABA, 20% because they have used it in the past, 16% by web browsing.
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Figure 25. Analysis o f How the People Who Signed Up Heard o f the Service.
In addition, the sign-up form required that the person indicate if they were signing
up as an employer, applicant, or graduate program. Figure 26 shows the percentage o f
people who signed up (out o f the 1,941 people) by the type o f user they selected.

N = l,9 4 1

I A p p lic a n t 0 E m p lo y er □ G rad u a te P ro g ra m
G rad u ate
P ro g ram
7%
E m ployer
18%

A p p lic a n t
75%

Figure 26. START User Type that People Indicated on the Sign-up Form.
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O f the 1,941 people who signed up for START, 35% (N=672) were A B A mem
bers. Figure 27 shows that 71% (N=475) o f those A BA members who signed up were
student members, 13% (N=87) were full members, 13% (N=85) were affiliate members,
and 3% (N=21) were chapter/adjunct members. Two supporting members, one sustaining
member, and one emeritus member used START.

N=672

Supporting

Sustaining
0%

Affiliate
13%

Chapter/Adjunct
3%
Emeritus
0%

Student
71%

Figure 27. Percent o f Members by Type who Signed Up for START.
Figure 28 shows the number o f Web hits the day that a mass email was sent.
(START Web hit tracking began on March 8, 2002.) Mass emails were sent to all current
A BA members at the time o f the mass email. The difference between the mass emails
sent in April versus December was the nature o f the information in the email message
(see Appendix F). The mass email sent in April consisted o f a description o f START and
who should join. The mass email sent in December simply stated that there were numer
ous jobs and resumes posted in the areas o f autism, clinical, developmental disabilities,
education, organizational behavior management, and research. A direct link was provided
in both o f the emails.
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Figure 28. Impact o f Mass Emails on Web Hits.
The difference between web hits on the day that mass emails were sent in April
(N=287 web hits) versus December (N=514 web hits) was further examined to determine
if it was a result o f the nature o f the content o f the email. A mass email was sent on April
23, 2003 that contained the same information as the December, 2002 email. As a result,
591 people visited the website the day that email was sent. See Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Impact o f Mass Email sent in April 2003.
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A segment o f the people who signed up for the service (N = 1,941) posted a resume
or a job. Applicants are those who posted a resume and employers are those who posted a
job. Since applicants were the targeted group o f participants in the marketing study con
ducted to implement START, an analysis was conducted to determine how the applicants
who posted a resume on START (N=204) heard o f the service. Figure 30 shows that,
again, the highest amount o f applicants (N -7 4 ) heard o f the service by way o f receiving
an email from ABA.
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Figure 30. Applicants Responses to “How Did You Hear o f the Service?”
The composition o f applicants was also examined. Figure 31 illustrates the mem
ber types o f the applicants who posted a resume in 2002. A more detailed analysis o f
2002 START applicants by degree seeking or held and university affiliation is provided
in Appendix H.
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Figure 31. 2002 START Applicants A BA Member Type.
O f the 204 applicants who posted a resume with START, 72 were targeted par
ticipants in the marketing study (described in the previous chapter). Table 10 shows the
number o f participants/student members who were introduced to each marketing variable
and the number o f those participants who posted a resume and reported that they heard o f
the service based on the corresponding marketing variable.
Table 10. Marketing Impact on Targeted Participants.
Independent
Variable

Dependent Variable (Participants who posted
a resume)

Number o f Participants

Email 1

1,149 student members were emailed

27 student members posted a resume based
on Email 1

Convention
Newsletter Ad.

1,776 student members (or past student
members) were mailed the newsletter

4 student members posted a resume based on
the Convention Newsletter ad.

Email 2

1,219 student members were emailed

27 student members posted a resume based
on Email 2

Convention

965 student members attended the 2002
annual convention

7 student members posted a resume based on
the convention advertisements

Membership
Renewal

128 students signed up for membership
on-line after September 1, 2002

0

Email 3

1,398 student members were emailed

7 student members posted a resume based on
Email 3
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Figure 32 shows how the 149 employers who posted jobs in 2002 heard o f the service.

N=149

How Heard o f Service

Figure 32. Employers Responses to “How Did You Hear o f the Service?”
Because the highest number o f employers who posted a job in 2002 reported they
heard o f the service because they had used it in the past, the retention o f employers was
identified as a critical aspect to develop. A consistent and satisfied customer base could
help to establish START as the one-stop shopping site for employers to find behavior
analysts for their organization (which is exactly what A BA wants the service to be). To
specify a measure related to the retention o f employers, data were analyzed in terms o f
how many jobs each 2002 START employer posted. Fifty-seven percent o f the employers
posted only one job in 2002, 24% posted two jobs, 11% posted three jobs, and 8% posted
four or more jobs.

Over time, such measures w ill help ABA staff to understand the

trends o f employers posting positions. The current data provided insight as to which em
ployers were posting multiple jobs.
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Field-Related Data
The field-related data presented in this section are macrosystem level measures
because they indicate the performance o f the field o f behavior analysis. The START sys
tem was designed to collect macrosystem measures that w ill, over time, reveal valuable
data trends related to human resources within the field. These data will continue to be
used by A BA staff and Executive Council members to design strategic initiatives to help
the vitality o f the field o f behavior analysis. To illustrate the gaps between applicants and
job positions obtained based on 2002 START postings, a comparison was made o f appli
cants versus job positions by degree and interest area. Figure 33 illustrates the number o f
applicants versus job positions by degree.
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Figure 33. 2002 START Applicants versus Positions by Degree.
Figure 34 shows that the areas o f autism and developmental disabilities had the
largest demand for behavior analysts and the highest number o f applicants. In the area o f
autism there were still twice as many jobs as there were applicants. In the areas o f devel-
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opmental disabilities, clinical, and brain injury, the number o f positions exceeds the sup
ply o f behavior analysts. Conversely, the supply o f behavior analysts exceeds the number
o f jobs available in the areas o f other, education, organizational behavior management,
and research.
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Figure 34. 2002 START Applicants versus Job Positions by Interest Area.
Figure 35 provides a further analysis o f the gaps between applicants and positions
by training level and interest area. The largest gap between applicants and positions exists
for masters- and doctoral-level applicants in the area o f autism. In the areas o f education
and organizational behavior management, the number o f applicants exceeded the number
o f jobs posted with START. A complete analysis o f training level sought, job interest
area, salary range, and position title for each job posted with START in 2002 is provided
in Appendix I.
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Figure 35. Applicants versus Positions by Degree and Interest Area.
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PhD

Data were also collected on the salary ranges o f job positions by interest areas and
degrees. Based on data obtained from the 2002 START job postings that reported a start
ing salary range (N=255), the mean starting salary ranges (as shown in Figure 36) for
bachelor level job positions was $32,537, for masters level jobs was $47,692, and for
doctoral level jobs was $61,207.
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Figure 36. Mean Starting Salary Ranges o f Job Positions by Degree Required.
To provide more detail, salary ranges are further divided by degree required and
interest area (see Figure 37). The complete analysis o f training level sought, area position
best fits under, salary range, and position title for each job posted with START in 2002 is
provided in Appendix I.
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Note: Scale is different in some graphs.
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Figure 37. Salary Ranges o f Job Positions by Degree and Interest Area.
Graduate training opportunities within the field o f behavior analysis are also rele
vant measures to help assess the demand and supply for behavior analysts; therefore, a
portion o f the START system consisted o f an on-line Graduate Training Directory. In ad
dition, the Directory was printed in May, 2003. Table 11 provides summary characteris
tics o f the graduate programs posted in the on-line directory in 2002 up to May, 2003.
The table divides ABA accredited, USA, and non-USA programs.
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Table 11. Behavior Analysis Graduate Programs.
ABA
Accredited
(USA)

USA

Non-USA

Total

Universities

10

53

24

87

Programs

13

59

27

99

Faculty

87

304

122

513

Courses

247

398

191

836

Traineeships

-

2

-

2

Masters Degrees

8

51

21

80

Doctoral Degrees

5

49

14

68

Certificates

-

2

2

4

Specialist Degrees

-

-

2

2

Liscenses

-

-

1

1

Applied Behavior Analysis

9

36

16

61

Developmental Disabilities

7

16

13

36

Basic Animal Research

4

13

10

27

Basic Human Operant Research

6

9

12

27

Clinical Psychology

4

14

5

23

Special Education

3

13

7

23

Education

2

11

8

21

Organizational Behavior Management

6

6

6

18

Behavioral Pharmacology

4

8

5

17

School Psychology

3

6

6

15

Behavioral Medicine

1

10

3

14

Animal Training

-

1

-

1

Graduate Program Characteristics
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Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the results o f the implementation o f the START system.
Performance data indicated that START made an impact in the number o f users, postings,
income, and survey returns. Marketing data showed that electronic marketing was the
most effective strategy for recruiting users. Suggestions for the developing future market
ing efforts are provided in the next chapter. Field-related data were successfully obtained.
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The data collected from 2002 START postings illustrate the gaps between the supply and
demand for behavior analysts. The largest demand for behavior analysts in 2002 were
identified in the areas o f autism and developmental disabilities. Based on the data ob
tained from the implementation o f the START system, the next chapter provides an
evaluation o f each o f the specified objectives o f the system and recycling efforts to im
prove the service.
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CHAPTER Y
DISCUSSION
Evaluation and Recycling
The purpose o f this project was threefold: (1) to design a new placement system
that would add value to A BA and the field o f behavior analysis by placing behavior ana
lysts in appropriate jobs, internships, and graduate programs; (2) to develop a data collec
tion infrastructure that would assist ABA in the assessment o f trends related to human
resources o f the field; and (2) to advance the knowledge and methodology o f behavioral
systems analysis. U sing a behavioral systems-analysis approach, the overall purpose
drove the design and implementation o f a new system. The six primary objectives o f the
system were:
1. Increase the number o f users
2. Ensure that the service is easy to use and manage
3. Organize the convention process to better serve customers
4. Include graduate training opportunities
5. Collect data systematically
6. Engage in system-development efforts on a regular basis
This chapter evaluates each o f these objectives in terms o f how w ell each was met
and lists the recycling efforts that should be implemented by A B A staff to better meet
these objectives. Recycling recommendations were based on the results o f the implemen
tation o f the START system. After each recycle effort is presented, it is noted in paren
thesis whether the effort has been implemented, when it w ill be done, or if it is on the
wish-list o f things to do in the future.
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Increase the Number o f Users
The START system data show that the number o f users increased; however, the
number o f users is still far below the number o f potential clients o f the service. This ob
jective is the most valuable because more users w ill result in more matches between be
havior analysts and behavior analysis organizations and more data to understand the hu
man resource trends in the field. A B A ’s aim for START is to make it a one-stop site for
behavior analysis jobs, internships, graduate programs, and applicants; therefore, the fo
cus o f recycling the START system was to increase the resume, job, internship, and
graduate program postings. Increasing the number o f postings w ill increase the options
and thereby increase the users. Recycling efforts to increase users are listed below.
Recycle Effort 1: Personalized Recruitment and M atching Service
1. Revise the membership sign-up system so all student members are required to fill
in specific information that w ill help the ABA staff match them to appropriate jobs and
internships. To successfully accomplish this, the fields that need to be added to the exist
ing membership form are the date when the student w ill be looking for an internship or
job, the primary interest area o f the student, the preferred location o f the job or internship,
and the degree they w ill have. Make these fields required so every student member fills
them in. These data w ill only be seen by the A B A staff. (W ill be implemented by Sep
tember, 2003 pending Council approval).
2. When it is close to the graduation time o f the student member, send them an email
with specific information about the jobs and internships that meet their criteria as speci
fied in their membership record. Encourage them to post their resume on the START
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website to receive continued updates on job and internship opportunities as w ell as inter
view requests from employers. (September, 2003)
3. Once the student posts their resume on the START website, send the applicant in
formation about all new jobs and internships that meet their requirements and qualifica
tions. (September, 2003)
4. Obtain applicant’s permission to send their information to employers when the
applicant meets the employer’s criteria. Send the employer the applicant’s resume and
contact information. (September, 2003)
5. Offer a package for posting multiple jobs for a reduced price and develop the
payment part o f the START system accordingly so it will automatically keep track o f the
credits to an employer’s account (wish-list).
6. Call and email employers on a regular basis to ask them what help they need in
recruiting applicants (Wish-list)
7. Print the names o f the organizations, titles o f the job and internship positions, and
degree required o f all current START job and internship postings in each ABA N ewslet
ter. There should be no additional charge so it is an added incentive to employers to post
a position on the START system. (Wish-list)
Recycle Effort 2: Increase Awareness o f START’s Purpose
1. Add a section to the START web page that includes macrosystem data which il
lustrates the jobs and applicants available by area and degree. (August, 2003)
2. Set up a special email list by providing an option on the membership forms that
ask the members if they would like to receive a monthly update o f the jobs, internships,
and applicants available through START. For those who would like to receive this infor-
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mation, send a mass email to these members once a month informing them o f the new
jobs, internships, and applicants available with a link to the START website. (September,
2003)
3. Create a poster display at the annual convention that consists o f field-related data
obtained from the START system. (May, 2003)
4. Publish START field-related data in the ABA N ew sletter once a year. (September,
2003)
Recycle Effort 3. Establish a Closer Link with Graduate Programs
1. Obtain a list o f all the students in each o f the graduate programs in behavior
analysis listed in the Graduate Training Directory. Recruit them to join ABA with the in
centive that A B A w ill help place them in jobs and internships when they graduate.
(Wish-list)
2. Obtain lists (from graduate programs) o f the organizations where their graduates
go to work. Recruit those affiliations to START. (Wish-list)
3. Ask all the graduate programs listed in the Graduate Training Directory to put a
link on their university program website to START. (June, 2003)
4. Recruit more national and international graduate programs by asking Full ABA
members who are affiliated with a graduate program to list their program in the Graduate
Training Directory i f they think it is appropriate. (July, 2003)
5. Investigate how to make information about START available at university career
fairs and do what is needed to get the information to those places. (Wish-list)
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6. Develop and implement a survey for assessing the usefulness o f the on-line direc
tory. (Wish-list)
7. Remind the contact person from each ABA-accredited university once a year that
they can post faculty position announcements for free on the START system.
(Done/ongoing)
Recycle Effort 4: Work in Collaboration with Special Interest Groups and Chap
ters
1. Recruit employers in special interest areas where the amount o f applicants exceed
the number o f jobs available. Work in collaboration with special interest groups. (Wishlist)
Recycle Effort 5: Increase Web Presence
1. Increase the professional image o f the website (Currently underway)
2. Sign up with the key search engines (e.g., Google) to get START listed under the
key word searches: behavior analysts, jo b s, internships, graduate training program s,
recruit, autism service providers, psychology jo b s , and behavioral consultants (June,
2003)
3. Request all chapters and special interest groups to put the link to START on their
web pages (June, 2003).
Ensure that the Service is E asy to Use and M anage
Based on the increased number o f users and low number o f complaints, the
START system was easy to use and manage. In addition, survey results showed that users
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found the service easy to use. A B A staff must continuously keep this objective in sight
when adding components to the system in the future.
Organize the Convention Process to Better Serve Clients
The START process at the convention was easy for the clients. All job and appli
cant searches were conducted electronically by using one o f the four computers available
at the START site. An employer viewed resumes, scheduled a block o f time in an inter
view room, and then provided a list o f applicants they wanted to interview. A BA conven
tion staff then scheduled the interviews as requested. Similarly, applicants could request
to be scheduled for an interview with a specific employer, and A B A staff would schedule
interviews for them with that employer.
There was room for improvement in the visual display, interview scheduling
process, and on-site and post-convention data collection. The visual display changed
from bright note cards posted across four large bulletin boards (2001) to a sign, four
computers, and three desks in 2002. The convention display needed to be more eye
catching to convention attendees. In addition, the interview scheduling process could be
made simpler. It was time consuming and tedious to check various sources o f information
to avoid scheduling conflicts. On-site data collection on matches was not obtained well,
usually because most o f the actual hiring occurred after the convention.
Recycle Effort 1: Enhance On-Site Visual D isplay
1. Organize jobs and internships on large bulletin boards in an easy-to-read manner.
Include the company logos. (May, 2003)
2. Generate a large map o f the world and highlight where graduate programs are lo
cated and post on a large bulletin board. (May, 2004)
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3. Create a large poster display for the on-site area that exhibits the field-related
data. (May, 2003)
4. Develop a job, internship, and graduate training fair. (May, 2004)
5. Include a career counseling booth for applicants to discuss career options with a
trained professional. (May, 2004)
Recycle Effort 2: Automate Scheduling System
1. Design an automated scheduling system to eliminate conflicts.
Recycle effort 3: Collect post-convention data via em ail or phone.
1. Follow-up with applicants and employers after the convention to see if a match
was made. (June, 2003)
Collect D ata
The data collected as a result o f the implementation o f the START system were
helpful. This indicated that the infrastructure was designed w ell so data could be stored in
an organized and comprehensive manner. However, there was room for improvement,
such as including more fields in the job and internship posting forms to collect more de
scriptive data, increasing survey responses, and decreasing the labor involved in analyz
ing data.
R ecycle Effort 1: A dd Features to H elp Users Refine Their Searches
1. Add to the employer information the type o f organization (e.g., consultation,
clinical service provider, university). (Done)
2. Add a search category to list jobs by region or state. (Done)
Recycle Effort 2: Increase Survey Responses
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1. Increase personal contact (e.g., phone call, personalized reminder email) to obtain
survey responses. (June, 2003)
2. Ask all o f the people who signed up for the service for feedback. Currently only
those who post jobs and resumes could submit survey responses. (Wish-list)
Recycle Effort 3: Automate D ata Queries
1. Design the data queries at the beginning o f each year to extract the information
needed and then archive them accordingly. (June, 2003/ongoing after that)
Engage in System D evelopm ent Efforts on a Regular Basis
During the course o f the year, the system designer and senior computer program
mer fixed the bugs in the system as technical or logistical problems were reported by cli
ents. The system is now implemented so that it can be built on and continuously im
proved. The process, tasks, and behaviors have been specified for successful maintenance
and development, as discussed in Chapter III. Ongoing, systematic data collection w ill
indicate how the system is doing and what improvements need to be made.
The Future o f START
This is only the beginning. START w ill continue to evolve and improve; there
fore, this study is not complete. It w ill be an ongoing endeavor for A BA for years to
come. This dissertation developed a foundation for the system by taking a behavioral systems-analysis approach to the design o f a comprehensive system. It is critical that
START continuously improves the alignment between it and the rest o f the ABA admini
stration processes, and serves the needs o f people within the field o f behavior analysis.
The behavioral systems analysis approach taken to design START has equipped it to
adapt.
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Recommendations
To advance the practice o f behavioral systems analysis, more data-based research
is needed. Several recommendations are suggested for future research. First, research
should be conducted on managing the manager. This research could involve measuring
the behavior o f the managers who provide consequences to the level below. Second, re
search on systematic process improvement is needed. This could be accomplished by col
lecting measures on the duration o f each task in the process as baseline. After a process
improvement intervention, the duration should be measured again and compared to base
line. Finally, data on the effectiveness o f a behavioral systems-analysis approach are
needed; therefore, the system designed in the current research should continue to be
monitored systematically. Interventions should always be documented so it is possible to
examine the impact on the system. A ll o f the pieces o f the system should be updated at
least once a year in strategic planning conference with the system manager and the man
ager’s supervisor. This w ill continue to link the process to the organizational goals
(Malott, 2003; Rummler & Brache, 1995).
Final Comments
The behavioral systems-analysis approach taken to develop an improved place
ment system was intended to contribute to the progress o f the field o f behavior analysis
and to advance the knowledge and methodology o f behavioral systems analysis. No other
study in the literature has shown the use o f behavioral systems analysis tools in the de
sign and implementation o f a service. If we are to develop the area o f behavioral systems
analysis, we need to have data based research to back up our methodology. This study
was a step in that direction.
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Behavioral systems analysis tools are not rigid. They can adapt to the nature o f
the organization where they are used. In addition, the particular system designed in this
dissertation can benefit any discipline in helping people stay in the field in which they
were trained. The behavioral systems analysis approach established a clear structure for
the placement system to evolve effectively. I hope that others w ill pursue similar research
to determine whether the methodology for designing a useful placement service could be
replicated and generalized to any type o f organization and discipline.
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Appendix A
A B A Organization Data
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ABA Members 1977-2002.
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Chapter Adj

2002-2003 Student Members by Type
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2002-2003 ABA Student Members’ Reason for Membership.
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T reatm ent

Salary Ranges of ABA Members.
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BPH

DEV

Interest Areas of ABA Members.
ABA Special Interest Group

Total

Member

Interested

Autism

683

103

580

Verbal Behavior

492

98

394

Experimental Analysis o f Human Behavior

457

109

348

Teaching Behavior Analysis

419

31

388

Development

391

51

340

Education

316

40

276

Direct Instruction

305

19

286

Organizational Behavior Management

213

68

145

Social Action

187

18

169

Society for the Quantitative Analysis o f Behavior

162

64

98

Computers

103

8

95

Experimental Analysis o f Nonhuman Behavior

97

12

85

Interbehaviorists

91

18

73

Correction

78

6

72

Rehabilitation

77

3

74

Legal Issues

65

2

63

Balance

65

20

45

Gerontology

59

12

47
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48

5

43
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30

0

30
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Top Fifteen University Affiliations o f 2002 START Applicants and Number o f ABA
Student Members in those Universities.

2002 START
Applicants

2002-2003*
ABA Student
Members

START
Applicants
who were
Graduated

START
Applicants
Currently
Enrolled

1. Western Michigan University

18

115

12

6

2. University o f South Florida

15

40

10

5

3 . Southern Illinois University

13

36

3

10

4. Simmons College

10

35

3

7

5. University o f North Texas
6. Teachers College, Columbia
University

10

72

3

7

9

42

4

5

7. Florida State University

8

21

5

3

8. Northeastern

8

41

3

5

9. Queens College, CUNY

6

33

3

3

10. University o f Florida

5

38

3

2

11. University o f Nevada, Reno

4

73

2

2

12. University o f the Pacific

4

3

3

1

13. West Virginia University

4

30

4

-

14. Eastern Michigan University

3

10

1

2

15. Florida Institute o f Technology
*as o f March 6, 2003

3

11

-

3

University Affiliation
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2002-2003 ABA Student Members (as o f March 6, 2003)
University Affiliation
Western Michigan
University
University o f Nevada,
Reno
University o f North Texas
University o f Kansas
Columbia Teachers
College
Northeastern University
University o f South Florida
University o f Florida
Southern Illinios
University
Simmons College
City o f New York
Graduate Center/Queens
College
Ohio State University
West Virginia University
Cal State Los Angeles

Total

High
School

Bachelor

Master

Doctoral

43

44

27

73
72
50

6
7
4

35
65
12

32

42
41
40
38

1
1
12

21
38
35
4

21
1
4
21

115

1

1

34

36
35

3

32
35

1

33
31
30
28

3
1

5
8
6
28

25
21
19

24
22

21
1

University o f W isconsin,
Eau Claire
Temple University
Mississippi State
University
Florida State University
Louisiana State University
Auburn University
St. Cloud State University
University o f Manitoba

21
21
20
20
18
16

University o f Wisconsin Milwaukee
University o f Washington

5

3
13

1

1

8

1
1
8

4
12
1
7
17
2

16
7
19
12

12
12

1
1

4
1

7
10

University o f Southern
Mississippi
University o f Mississippi

12
12

2

Jacksonville State
University

12

10

2

North Dakota State
University

11

1

10

Florida Institute of
Technology
Penn State

11
10

Eastern Michigan
University
Utah State University
Syracuse University
Gonzaga University

10
9
9
9

2

Post
Doc

6

12
10

10
7

1
3

2
2

7

1
7
9

2

7
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1

University Affiliation

High
School

Total

Bachelor

Master

Doctoral

1

7
1

6

L.I. Univercity at C.W
University o f Oregon

8
7

University o f Maryland
Baltimore County
University o f Iowa

7
7

University o f California,
San Diego
Penn State Harrisburg
Montclair State University
John Hopkins University

7
7
7
7

Washington State
University
University o f Houston
Kansas University

6
6
6

3

eastern Connecticut state
university

6

6

University o f Quebec at
Montreal

5

4

3
6

1
7
7
5

6

1

5
3
4

1

2

Post
Doc

2

5

University o f New
Hampshire
Univ o f Nevada, Reno
SUNY Binghamton
Rutgers University
Lehigh University
Johnson State College
Indiana University
Hunter College

5
5

3

5
5
5
5
5
5

1

Florida International
University
Bradley University
Allegheny College

5
5
5

Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State
University
University o f Tsukuba
University o f North Dakota

4
4
4

University o f North
Carolina at Wilmington
University o f New Mexico
University o f Minnesota
University o f Florida

4
4
4
4

University o f California at
Santa Barbara
University o f Alberta
Univeristy o f Nebraska
Midland Lutheran College
Illinois State University

4
4
4
4
4

3
1

1
1

1
5
5

2
2
4
4
5

5
1
4

4

2

1

2

3
2
2

1
2
4
2
1
2

1
1
4

1

2

2
3
2
4
2
2
2
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1

University Affiliation
Cat State Stanislaus

High
School

Total

Bachelor

Master

Cal State Sacramento
Washington University
University o f Ulster
University o f the Pacific

4
4
3
3
3

University of
Massachusetts Amherst

3

University o f California,
Riverside

3

University of British
Columbia
UNC Wilmington
UNAM
Towson University

3
3
3
3

The University o f Texas at
Austin
SUNY at Stony Brook

3
3

1

Stephen F. Austin State
University

3

3

Pontificia Universidade
Catolica de Sao Paulo

3

2

Nova Southeastern
University

3

1

Northern Michigan
University

3

Illinois Institute o f
Technology
Georgia State University

3
3

Eastern Washington
University
College o f Staten Island
Capella University

3
3

California state university,
Fresno
Binghamton University
Ball State University
West Chester University
Walden University

3
3
3
2
2

Victoria University o f
Wellington
University o f Wales,
Bangor

1
1

4
3
2
3

2

University o f Texas at
Austin
University o f Tennessee

2
2

1
3

1

2
3

1

2

3

2

2
3

1
2

1

2

3
1

3
3
2

1

2

1

1

3
1
2

3

2
2
2
2

Post
Doc

3

3

University o f Waikato
University o f Toronto

Doctoral

2
1
1

1
2

1
2
2
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University Affiliation
University o f Missouri- St.
Louis
University o f Michigan
University o f
Massachusetts, Dartmouth
University o f Maine
University o f Houston
University o f Guam
University College Dublin
University at Albany,
SUNY
UNCG

High
School

Total

2
2

Bachelor

1

2
2
2
2

1
2
2

2

2
1

2
2

2
2

1

Tennessee Technnological
University
SUKY at Buffalo
Sophia University

2
2
2

1

San Fancsico State
University
San Diego State University
Sage College
Rowan University

2
2
2
2

National University o f
Ireland, Maynooth

2

1

Massachusetts College o f
Liberal Arts
Marcus Institute
Keio University

2
2
2

2
2

2

1

2

2

Central Missouri State
University
California State University

Post
Doc

1

2

2
2
2
2
2

Georgia Institute o f
Technology
Framingham State College
Florida Atlantic University
Dickinson College
DePaul University
College o f William &
Mary

Doctoral

2

UNC Charlotte
UMBC
UCSD
UC Riverside
Touro College

Indiana University
Northwest
Illinois Wesleyan
University

Master

2
2
1
2
2

1

1

2
1
1

2
1
2
1

1
1

1

2
2
2
2
2

2
2

2

2

2
2

2
1

1

1

2
2
2

1
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University Affiliation

High
School

Total

Arizona State University
York
Xavier University
Widener Univ

2
1
1
1

Western New England
College
Wayne State University

1
1

Washington University St. Louis
Villanova University
UWRF
Uppsala Sweden
University ofW I - Stout
University ofVictoria
University of Vermont
University o f Utah
University o f Texas at
Arlington
University o f St. Thomas
University o f Southern
Maine
University o f Sao Paulo
University o f Rochester
University o f Rhode Island
University o f Puerto Rico

Bachelor

Master

Doctoral
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

University o f Phoenix
University o f Otago
University o f Oslo
University ofNewcastle
University o f New Orleans

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

University o f Nevada, Las
Vegas

1

University o f Missouri at
Kansas City
University o f Missouri

1
1

1
1

University o f MichiganDearhom

1

1

University of
Massachusetts
university o f leicester

1
1

UNIVERSITY OF KENT
AT CANTERBURY
University o f Illinois-UC

1
1

University o f Hawaii at
Manoa
University o f Georgia
University o f Diisseldorf

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Post
Doc

University Affiliation
University o f Dayton
University o f Central
Florida
University of Birmingham
University o f Bahrain
University o f Auckland

High
School

Total

Bachelor

1

1

University o f Arkansas at
Little Rock

1

University o f Arhus,
Denmark

1

Doctoral

1

1
1
1
1

University o f Arkansas at
Little Rock

M aster

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

University o f Albany —

SUNY

1

University at Buffalo

1
1

Universite du Quebec a
Montreal
Universidad Veracruzana

1
1

1

Universidad Nacional de
Colombia

1

1

1

1

Universidad NAcional
Autonoma de Mexico
Universidad
Intercontinental
Universidad de
Guadalajara
Universidad de Costa Rica
Universidad de Almeria

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

Universidad Catolica
Andres Bello

1

Universidad Autonoma de
Madrid

1

Universidad
Intercontinental, Mexico

1

Univeristy o f WisconsinMilwaukee
Univ o f New Mexico

1

Univ o f Central
Florida/Brevard
Community College
Univ o f Auckland

1
1

Univ o f Arkansas for Med
Sciences
Uni o f Wi -- Eau Claire
UNAM
UIC
UConn
U. W. Milwaukee

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
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Post
Doc

University Affiliation

High
School

Total

Bachelor

Master

Doctoral

U o f Manitoba
U o f Houston Downtown
U o f Alabama Birmingham
U Mississippi
Tulane University
Tufts University

1
1
1
1
1'
1

1

Trukee Meadows
Community College

1

1

Tokyo Women's Christian
University
Tokiwa university
Thomas Edison St
The University o f Texas

1
1
1
1

1

The University o f S.
Mississippi

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
■1"
1
1
1

1
1
1

The University of
Mississippi
The University o f Georgia
Taegu University
SUNY College At
Fredonia
SUNY Brockport

1
1

State University o fN ew
York at Albany
St. Lawrence College

1
1

1

St Lawrence College,
Kingston

1

1

Southwest Missouri State
University
Southampton university

1
1

South Dakota State
University
Shippensburg University

1
1

School o f professional
psychology
San Diego City College
Saint Mary's College
Reed College

1
1
1
1

Professional School o f
Psychology
Pacifica Graduate Institute

1
1

Pacific University School
o f Professional Psychology
OSULA
Osaka City University

1
1
1

Oregon Health & Science
University

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Post
Doc

University Affiliation

High
School

Total

Bachelor

Master

Open University

1

Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education
on-line
Oklahoma State University

1
1
1

OISE —University o f
Toronto

1

1

1

1

Northwest Nazarene
University
Northern Illinois
University

1
1
1
1

1

1

Normandale Community
College
Niagara University

1
1

1
1

National University o f
Mexico

1

National University o f
Ireland, Dublin
National University
Nagoya University
Murdoch University
MTSU
Momingside Academy
Montgomery County
Monroe Community
College
Monash
M olloy College
MLQU
Michigan State University
Meisei Univ
McNeese University
McGill University
Maynooth, Ireland
Marylhurst University

Doctoral

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Marquette University Law
School
Manitoba

1
1

Manatee Community
College
Maine Maritime Academy
Loyola College
lewinski Colege
Lesley College
KFUPM
Kennesaw State University
Keele University

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Post
Doc

University Affiliation

High
School

Total

Bachelor

Kean University
James Madison University
Iona College
Immaculate Univ

1
1
1
1

Illinois School o f Prof.
Psychology
Howard University
Holy Family College
Hofstra
Harida

1
1
1
1
1

Grand Valley State
University
George Mason University
George Brown College
Florida Tech

1
1
1
1

1
1

Florida State University Panama City Campus
Empire State College

1
1

1

East Tennessee State
University
East Carolina University
Drury University
Daegu University
CW Post / LIU
Cortland State
Cornell University
College o f Charleston
Clemson University

Master

Doctoral

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

Claremont Graduate
University

1

Chicago School o f
Professional Psychology
Chapman University
Century College

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

Central Seattle Community
College & PSU
Central Michigan
University
Centenary College
Carlos Albizu University
Canyon College

1
1
1
1

Calif State Univ San
Bernardino
Burlington County College
Brown University

1
1
1

1

British Columbia Open
University

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
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Post
Doc

University Affiliation

High
School

Total

Bachelor

Master

Brigham Youn University

1

1

Bowling Green State
University

1

1

Athabascu Univ / Univ o f
Albany
Assumption College
Argosy
Appalachian State
University
American University
Albany State University
Adelphi University
Universidad
Iberoamericano
Univ o f North Carolina at
Chapel Hill
Tourro
Rollins College
Keio University
Girls & Boys Town
Arkansas State University

1
1
1

Doctoral

Post
Doc

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix B
Background o f A B A ’s Job Placement Service
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Background o f A B A ’s Job Placement Service
1975
The ABA Job Placement Service was first offered to convention attendees in 1975. This version o f the
service consisted o f a model to match applicants and employers at the Association’s annual convention. It
allowed applicants to post personal and professional information (i.e., name, address, degree held, pertinent
experience, number o f publications and papers, type o f position desired, expected salary, and preferred
location) and employers to post information related to job position openings (i.e., job title, number o f
openings, degree required/preferred, starting date, salary, job description, and contact information). The
service also included interview scheduling for applicants and employers who provided available times for
interviewing during the convention. The cost o f the service fluctuated from $0-8 for applicants and $15-20
for employers from 1975-1985. The price increased to $15-25 for applicants and $25-45 for employers up
to 1998.
1998
In 1998, ABA expanded the name o f its Job Placement Service to “Job Placement Services and Career
Development”. The “Career Development” was the inclusion o f three professional development
workshops. The workshops were conducted during the annual convention and offered only to applicants
who registered for the service (for no additional fee). A second feature added to the service in 1998 was an
incentive for applicants and employers to share a success story. If an applicant or employer wrote a brief
article for the ABA Newsletter about how they found a job or an employee by means o f the service, they
would receive a free promotional item (a convention t-shirt, mug, or sweatshirt). No one wrote a success
story, t o sign up for the service an applicant was asked to send 25 copies Of their vita and specific
information on a 5x7 note card and their registration fee ($25 for early registration; $30 on-site
registration). Employers were asked to send 10 copies o f the complete job description, specific information
on a 5x7 note card, and their registration fee ($50 for early registration; $65 for on-site registration). There
were a low number o f users in the system (both applicants and employers) and the workshops were not
highly attended.
1999
The service was renamed again in 1999 to “Job Placement and Career Enhancement Service”. The service
continued to adopt the previous job model, but included a new feature: the inclusion o f packages. There
were five packages offered to employers and two packages offered to applicants. The employer packages
included options for posting a job on the ABA website for four months, posting a job at the convention,
sponsoring the Student Breakfast Fair (which was run by the Student Committee o f ABA), and posting a
job as a 25 line classified ad in the A BA Newsletter. The applicant packages offered the option to
applicants to post their vita at the convention and have ABA schedule interviews for them and for an
additional $5, they could attend the professional development workshops. There were 20 applicants, 80
employers, and 109 job positions.

2000
In 2000, the professional development workshops and packages were discontinued. The fee for employers
to use the service was $50 to post a job on line, $35 to post a job at the convention and for applicants the
price was reduced to $15 to post their resume at the convention, and on-line for no additional fee. There
were 23 applicants, 111 employers and 167 jobs posted in 2000.

2001
Three graduate students that were enrolled in a behavioral systems analysis class conducted a project on the
marketing and recruitment service in 2001. As a result, the service was expanded to offer the opportunity to
employers to post internships. The team enhanced the convention on-site interview process and the fee
structure was revised. The service was provided at no charge to students o f accredited programs, but all
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other applicants and employers were still required to pay fees. The fee structure for employers was $50 to
post a job position on-line for four months and $35 to post a job position at the annual convention (a paper
posting) and the ABA staff would schedule interviews.
Applicants were charged $15 to post their resume on the Web site for four months and $15 to post it at the
convention and participate in interviews. A helpful component o f the service this year was a survey
conducted to employers and applicants who used the service on site.
Suggestions received from this survey were valuable input to the design o f the new system. The survey
showed that developments in the system had produced high satisfaction ratings by users o f the service.
Ninety six percent o f the respondents reported they would recommend the service to someone else. There
were 79 applicants, 136 employers and 185 jobs posted in 2001. An improvement over the past years,
especially related to the number o f applicants (the number tripled from 2000), which was attributed to the
specific marketing toward Student members o f ABA that year through the student project. This year taught
ABA staff that a little marketing helps, and the service was valuable enough to the members to dedicate
efforts to enhancing the service.
2001 Job Placement Survey Results
1 (Agree)
Question
Good
21
Service
Well
17
Organized

(N=23)
2

Question
Employers:
find
applicant?
Applicants:
Find Job?
Would you
recommend
service?

Yes

No

1

6

2

4

22

1

3

4

5 (Disagree)

2

0

0

0

3

3

Comments
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Although the staff was very friendly and helpful, the system did not work for us. Please look into a
different system for next year.
Outstanding service, thank you very much.
The job positions cards need to give a bit more information. Itseems that the cards o f the2000
conference were a bit more detailed.
The IPS staff was extremely helpful and professional. Overwhelmed at first, they rallied to keep the
service credible. The only criticism I have is that it was never made clear from the beginning who
should be contacting whom. For example, if an employer pulled my resume should I then contact the
person? Overall, a job well done.
It would be great i f job descriptions could be provided along with job titles.
Email notification that [on-line] posting is coming down.
Would have liked to have more contact phone numbers at the hotel for applicants.Only had 20% o f the
applicants contact numbers. Would have liked anyone at conference to have access to my position.
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Appendix C
Gap Analysis
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Gap Analysis
“Is” o f Job Placement
Service
Low number o f users

“Should” o f START
All ABA members use service to find
behavior analysis jobs, internships,
graduate programs, and employees

How to Close the Gap
Develop proactive
recruitment/marketing efforts
Revise pricing structure as follows:

Cumbersome process to post
and search jobs and
applicants at the convention

Service should be easy to use and
manage

•

Student members o f ABA=Free

•

Applicants (non-students)=$15

•

Jobs=$50

•

Intemships=$50

•

Graduate Programs=Free

Develop on-line system so users can
post and manage their own
information as needed and pay on
line
Make convention process completely
electronic (no paper)

Confusing process to
schedule interviews because
staff lacked an appropriate
information system

Proactively facilitate interactions
between employers and applicants

Ask employers to schedule blocks of
time for conducting interviews
Schedule applicants in time slots that
employers blocked as needed. Be
central point for communicating
interview schedules
Collect all information electronically

Process was limited to job
and resume postings

Include graduate training program
internship postings

Include the Graduate Training
Directory as a part of the on-line
service
Allow students to search graduate
schools by GRE scores, degrees
offered, areas o f emphasis and
location
Allow graduate programs to update
their own postings on-line
Prompt graduate program
representatives to update information

No systematic data collection
on job postings, resumes, or

Collect data continuously

Develop on-line system to collect
data in a corresponding database
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matches

N o process to systematically
evaluate the service, assess
customer satisfaction or
actively solve problems

Request feedback from users to
collect data on matches based on the
system
The system should be continuously
refined to meet the needs o f the users

Design and implement sub processes
to accomplish each objective
Implement performance management
contingencies for the START system
manager to report data and
implement system improvement
efforts on a regular basis
Implement follow up survey to users
o f the system assessing satisfaction
with the service and matches made
as a result o f using the system

Increasing the Number o f Users
The primary development initiative o f the START system involved increasing the number o f users
(applicants, employers, and graduate programs). The participation in the existing Job Placement Service
was low, and since there were hundreds o f behavioral organizational affiliations in the ABA Membership
database, and 1,410 Student members o f ABA (based on 2002 data), the potential for increasing the number
o f users was high. The low number o f users indicated that the system was not meeting the needs o f ABA
members; therefore, the aim o f recruitment efforts for the new system was to involve all ABA members in
using START to find jobs, internships, graduate programs, and applicants.
Increasing the number o f users included revising the pricing structure the service. The revisions included
making the service available for free to student members o f ABA, and eliminating additional fees for
scheduling interviews at the convention (for both applicants and employers). Both o f these price changes
were designed to encourage the use o f the service. To address the issue o f implementing a proactive
approach for recruiting users to the system, specifically students who are graduating from behavior analysis
programs, a one-year marketing study was conducted to determine which marketing techniques
demonstrate effectiveness. The results o f this marketing study will contribute to future recruitment efforts,
and the details o f the marketing study are provided in a later section.
Ensuring the Service is Easy to Use and Manage
There were two outlets for posting jobs and resumes: (1) on the ABA Website, and (2) at the Association’s
annual convention. These two processes were cumbersome and difficult to manage. The steps to post a job or
resume on the Web site involved the following steps: (1) employers and applicants sent the information to
be posted to the ABA office via fax, email or regular U.S. postal mail; (2) the ABA office would receive
the information from the employer or applicant; (3) retype the information in the necessary format to post
on-line; (4) post the information on-line; and (5) process the payment information and generate a receipt or
invoice for the customer. The problem with this process was that it was redundant. Both the customer and
an A BA employee spent time entering the same information (from a job or resume posting) into an
electronic format. Further, this process was inefficient because too much time was spent posting jobs and
resumes. The process also produced inconsistent information to viewers o f job and resume postings
because there was no system in place for collecting consistent information from everyone who posted a job
or resume. Lastly, another problem was that there was no method for an employer or applicant to make
changes to their on-line posting. To do so, the customer had to request the changes directly to an ABA
employee via phone or email. The ABA employee would then make changes as requested. Since the
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process o f making changes to an on-line posting was time consuming, it was often not done immediately,
which might have decreased customer satisfaction with the service.
To post a job or resume at the convention, both employers and applicants paid a fee and then ABA would
generate copies o f their job or resumes to distribute on-site to interested persons. This process involved
setting up a note card system (where note cards were hand written by the job placement convention staff
person and pinned on to bulletin boards) and a corresponding filing system (a number system that matched
the note cards which had the complete job or resume information in the file). This on-site system took
several weeks to organize the materials prior to the convention and a full work day (eight hours) to set up
the physical paper system on-site. The paper system was costly because it required several file bins, folder
files, note cards, rented bulletin boards from a convention vendor, and several photo copies o f each job and
resume posting. Another problem was that too many copies were made o f each job or resume. In summary,
the convention process was costly in terms o f time and money, yet it was the more popular route for
posting jobs and resumes (versus posting on the Web).
To reduce the response effort for system users and ABA staff, process steps were streamlined for on-line
postings as well as convention postings. The development o f the START system involved the combination
o f these two outlets for posting jobs and resumes into an on-line system (so there was now only one way to
post jobs and resume: on the Web). The Web site is highly visible and reaches far more people than those
that attend the annual convention. Further, the Web is available to consumers all year long, instead o f one
week a year, which increases opportunities for employers and applicants to interact. This on-line system
was developed to allow users to post and manage their own information as needed and an on-line credit
card and purchase order processing system was also put in place to collect payments on-line, further
reducing the work load o f ABA staff. The development o f the on-line system addressed the problems o f
time consumption and redundancy. The convention system was streamlined to be completely electronic (no
paper involved) and enhanced the efficiency o f searches (for job and candidate seekers), thereby
contributing more value to the user.
Organizing the Convention Process to Better Serve Clients
The student project conducted in 2001 attempted to develop an effective facilitation component o f the Job
Placement Service, but it involved tedious paperwork and was hard to maintain. To address this limitation,
the on-line system was designed to allow employers to submit resume requests to selected applicants and
applicants to submit their resume to a selected employer. When an employer submitted an interview request
(by hitting a button “Request an interview”), the applicant would receive an email message from ABA
informing them that they have an interview request and to check their personalized START mailbox;
likewise, an applicant could submit their resume to an employer (by hitting a button “Submit Resume”).
Their resume would go into the employer’s personalized START mailbox and the employer would receive
an email message from ABA informing them that they had an applicant submit a resume to their particular
job posting.
In the past, many employers would schedule their own interviews at the convention without using the job
placement system so the new system needed to take on the role o f being the central point o f communication
between employers and applicants on-site at the convention. To be this central point, performance
standards were developed for the on-site ABA staff person to engage in behaviors that would encourage the
use o f the service.
Including Graduate Training Opportunities
The new system needed to include graduate training opportunities. Since the Graduate Training Directory
published by ABA was outdated, the Directory was transferred to an on-line format. To contribute to the
inevitable nature o f information continuously changing, the on-line system included a method for graduate
program representatives to update their program postings as needed. The system was also designed to
prompt graduate program representatives via email to update their program information by a specified date.
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Collecting Data and Maintaining the System
Data collection related to the Job Placement Service was incomplete and cumbersome. It was incomplete
because not all data was requested and gathered in an organized manner. It was cumbersome because data
collection was paper-based, which increased the risk o f the data being subject to error (since it was
manually calculated). The on-line START system was designed to collect data electronically and, as you
will see from further analyses provided below, performance management contingencies were put in place
for the START system manager to report data on a weekly basis. Another data collection problem related to
the limitation o f data. Data were not descriptive o f the demand and supply within the field and if the service
added value to the consumers o f the service. To address this problem, on top o f consistent data collection
for each job, internship, resume, and graduate program posting, surveys were implemented to collect
information on the satisfaction with the service.
In summary, the priority issues for the performance improvement o f A B A ’s job placement system
included: (1) increasing the number o f users; (2) facilitating proactive recruitment, lowering the response
cost, and streamlining the process; (3) facilitating interactions between employers and applicants on a yearround basis; (4) including graduate training opportunities; and (5) collecting data. This system development
project involved the transition from a paper-based system to an electronic system. The technical
development o f an on-line system and a corresponding performance management system attempted to
address all o f the issues discussed above.
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START Computer Programming Specifications
Overview o f Programming Needs:
1.

Build on line forms (templates) so employers & applicants can enter their own information & set
system to require passwords (passwords should be saved in the database)
2. Link graduate programs to START
3. Design a form (template based on information we currently post) for graduate program
representatives to update their own information over the web
4. Activate links fro m Graduate Program’s pages to their home pages
5. Fix database to align with on line system
6. Allow credit cards to be processed for START
7. Set up a system (from database) that will send automatic prompts to expired postings to renew or
remove fro m w eb
Change Button on ABA Home Page:
Edit “Job Placement Service” to “START”
Overview o f Links:
Button 1: Students & Applicants
Menu that appears:
• View Jobs
• View Internships
• View Graduate Programs
• Post Resume/Vita
•
Update or Remove Your Resume/Vita (needs password)
Button 2: Employers
Menu that appears'.
•
View Applicants (needs password)
• Post a Job or Internship
•
Update or Remove a Job or Internship (needs password)
Button

3:

Graduate Programs
Menu that appears:
• Update Graduate Program Information (needs password)

Students/Applicants: View Jobs
Search by:
• Area (e.g., AUT, DDA, EDU, OBM)
• Degree (e.g., Doctoral, Masters, Bachelors, High School)
• Location (e.g, AL, MI, OH)
Students/Applicants: View Internships
Search by:
• Area (e.g., AUT, DDA, EDU, OBM)
• Degree (e.g., Doctoral, Masters, Bachelors, High School)
• Location (e.g, AL, MI, OH)
Students/Applicants: View Graduate Programs
Link to Graduate Training Directory Page
• Need to make each Graduate Training Page into a form that can be edited
• Graduate Program representatives will update page themselves
Students/Applicants: Post Resume/Vita
Person must fill in the following information & it should go directly into the database:
1. Name: (Required)
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Can this be linked to the membership directory to read if they are a student member or not? The reason
why is because members can p o st their resume/vita fo r free
2. University Currently Attending:
3. Name o f Program:
4. Expected Date o f Graduation:
5. Or University Graduated From:
6. Name o f Program:
7. Year Graduated:
8. Phone number: (.Required)
9. Email Address: {Required)
10. Mailing Address: {Required)
11. Are you interested in finding a:
Select from Drop Down menu: (Required)
• Full Time Job
•
Part Time Job
•
Internship
•
Graduate Program
12. Interest Area:
Select from Drop down menu: (Required)
•
Clinical
•
Developmental Disabilities/Autism
•
Education
•
Organizational Behavior Management
•
Research
•
Other
13. Schooling: (Required)
•
Degree Earned
•
University
•
Program
•
Dissertation/Thesis Title
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
14. Professional Experience
•
Position Title:
•
Name o f Organization:
•
Location:
•
Dates:
•
Description:
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
15. Publications
•
Author(s)
•
Title
•
Publication
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
16. Presentations
•
Presenter(s):
•
Title o f Presentation:
•
Name o f Conference:
•
Month & Year:
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
17. Awards
•
Name o f Award:
•
Date:
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
18. Certifications:
•
Name o f Certification
•
Date
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(Hit a button to enter a new one)
19. Professional Organizations to which you belong:
•
Name o f Organization:
•
Type o f member:
•
Membership Years:
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
20. References:
•
Name
•
Title
•
Phone number
(Hit a button to enter a new one)
21. Professional Goal Statement:
A llow person to enter text with no cut off limit
“If you are interested in finding a graduate school, please provide following information”
22. GRE Score (this is confidential and will not be posted on line)
This should be posted in the database

Payment Information: (Required)
Total Cost
(automatically generated: $15 or free if they are a member o f ABA)
Enter Credit Card information (if needed)
H it Submit button
Credit card is automatically processed on line
Vita/Resume is automatically posted on line and in the database
Note: Information that should show online are only the fields that are filled out.
File vita/resumes online under:
•
Highest Degree Earned
•
Interest Area
The following information should go into our database:
#1-13 & #22
Return Message:
Credit card number authorization number (if needed)
“Your Vita/Resume has Been Successfully Processed. You will need to update your Vita/Resume
in 2 months, if you want to make changes to your Vita/Resume or remove it prior to the 2 months,
use your password”
Email prompt sent to applicant 2 months from date of posting:
Attention: Name, email
Your vita, which was posted on: Date extracted from the database
Expired on: Date extracted from the database
Update it or remove it by accessing web with your password
Website address to go to
Students/Applicants: Update or Remove Your Vita/Resume
Select from the follow ing Menu:
•
Update Vita/Resume
•
Remove Vita Resume

Update Vita/Resume
•
Please provide password:
Person must enter passw ord correctly
•
When password is approved it brings them to their original form
•
If the time frame o f 2 months is up, repeat payment information
•
Otherwise, just hit submit and file the updated information in the vita/resume
Remove Vita/Resume:
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•
Please provide password
When passw ord is approved, then the following appears:
“Please fill out the following information to remove your vita or resume”
1 .1 was looking for: (Required)
Select from drop down menu:
•
Job in behavior analysis
•
Behavior analysis graduate program
2. If selected “Job in behavior Analysis”: (Required)
Did you find a job in behavior analysis?
Select from drop down menu:
•
Job in behavior analysis
•
Behavior analysis graduate program
3. If “Y es”:
Where?
New Position Title:
Starting salary:
4. I f selected “Behavior Analysis graduate program”:
Did you find a graduate program?
Select from drop down menu:
•
Job in behavior analysis
•
Behavior analysis graduate program
5. If “Y es”:
What University will you be attending?
Start Date:
Expected Graduation Date:
Degree Sought:
Select from Drop Down menu:
Bachelors
Masters
Doctorate
H it Submit
Note: all o f the above data sent to database
Resume/Vita should be removed automatically from on line
Message: “Thank You”
Employers: Post a Job or Internship
Fill in the following form:
la. Please establish a password and keep in your records
1 .1 would like to post a:
Select from Drop Down menu:
•
Job
•
Internship
2. Name o f Organization: (Required)
3. Number o f Employees in Organization (Required)
Select from drop down menu:
•
1-50
•
51-100
•

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

101- 1,000

•
Over 1,000
Contact Person: {Required)
Phone Number: {Required)
Fax Number:
Email Address: {Required)
Mailing Address: {Required)
Position Title: {Required)
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10. State the job or internship is located in: {Required) -add drop down menu o f states and
countries
11. Starting Date:
12. If Internship, Length o f Internship:
13. Salary Range o f Position:
Select from Drop Down menu:
•
Under $25,000 ,
•
$25,000-35,000
•
$35,000-45,000
•
$45,000-55,000
•
$55,000-65,000
•
$65,000-$75,000
« $75,000-$85,000
•
$85,000-$ 100,000
•
Over $100,000
14. Level o f Training preferred: {Required)
Select from drop down menu:
•
High School
•
Bachelors
•
Masters
•
Doctorate
15. Area this position best fits under: {Required)
Select from D rop Down menu
•
Autism
•
Brain Injury
•
Clinical
•
Developmental Disabilities
•
Education
•
Organizational Behavior Management
•
Research
•
Other
Allow person to fill in “other” category
16. Will a representative from your organization be at the Annual Convention for interviews?
(Required)
Select from Drop Down menu:
•
Yes
® No
17. Please type a description o f the job or internship position here: {Required)
Allow person to type in text that has no limits
Payment information: {Required)
• $50 for on line for two months
• Enter Credit Card information:
• Or enter Purchase Order Number:
Hit Submit button
Credit card is automatically processed on line
Job or Internship is automatically posted on line
If a purchase order, an email to the ABA account is sent with the name o f company, the
address, and the purchase order number
How to file On Line:
Job
By State
By Degree Sought
Area position best fits under
Internship
•
•
•
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By State
Area position best fits under
W hat fields to show on line:
#2-17
Note: File a ll fields in database
Return Message:
C re d it c a rd n u m b e r au th o riz a tio n n u m b e r

“Your posting on the ABA website has Been Successfully Processed. You will need to update
your posting after 2 months, if you want to make changes or remove it prior to the 2 months, use
your password”
Email prom pt sent to Employer 2 months from date o f posting:
Attention: C o n ta c t p e rso n
Your Job Posting/Internship which was posted on: Date extracted from database
Expired on: Date extracted from database
Update it or remove it by accessing web with your password
Website address to go to
Employers: Update Graduate Program Information
Requires passw ord
How can we make this automatically updated by user with the password?
Employers: Update or Remove a Job or Internship
Requires passw ord
Select from the following menu:
•
Update Job/Internship Posting
•
Remove Job/Internship Posting
Update a Job or Internship:
Please provide password
When password is approved it brings them to their original form
If the time frame o f 2 months is up, repeat payment information
Otherwise, just hit submit and file the updated information in the job/internship
To Remove:
Please provide password
When password is approved, then the following appears:
“Please fill out the following information to remove your job or internship position”
Position sought: {Required)
Level o f Training o f Person Hired: {Required) (drop down menu)
University new employee graduated from: {Required)
Starting Salary o fN ew Employee:
Hit Submit
Note: all o f the above data sent to database
M essage: “Thank You”
Database Adjustments:
In Em ployers/Internships Table:
•
Need to allow multiple entries for positions for each organization
•
Also need to allow multiple entries for date posted if a person renews the same position a few times
•
N eed to have an exact date of posting and when to remove (this is where the automatic email
prompts will be generated from)
•
Phone number lock needs to be removed so foreign phone numbers can be entered as well
•
Add a check box that position has been filled
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Mass Email 1
Dear FIRST NAME:
Are you looking for a job or internship in behavior analysis? The Association for Behavior Analysis is
pleased to announce its new and improved job placement system: Service To Apply, Recruit, & Train in
behavior analysis (START).
We plan to offer START to over 700 employers within the field o f behavior analysis on February 1st.
Employers using the service will be able to review your resume, as well as those o f other students who post
their resume on START. Interested employers can then contact you on-line to arrange interviews. We
wanted to give you an opportunity to post your resume on-line prior to the public launch. Best o f all, this
service is free for current Student Members o f ABA!
The goal of START is to become the central site for the placement o f behavior analysts in jobs, internships,
and graduate training programs within the field o f behavior analysis. This on-line system has been designed
to meet the needs o f both employers and applicants within the field o f behavior analysis. Below is a list of
the new features that START will offer.

Resume
■
■
■
*
■

Post your resume on-line for employers to view for two months
Update, renew, or remove your resume on-line using your username and password
Receive requests directly to your START mailbox for interviews from employers interested in
your resume
Receive email notification from ABA when you have new interview requests submitted to your
START mailbox
Receive an email prompt from ABA one week prior to the expiration o f your posting

Jobs & Internships
■
*

■

Search jobs and internships by interest area, location, and level o f training required
Submit your resume on-line to positions that are o f interest to you. Your resume will go directly
into the employer’s mailbox. Employers will receive an email from ABA that a new resume is in
their mailbox and they will see your resume the next time they log on to their START account.
Have ABA schedule interviews for you with interested employers at the convention (if you are
attending the convention)

Graduate Training Programs
■

Search behavioral graduate schools by areas o f emphasis, GRE score criteria, grade point criteria,
and location

Click here to sign up for START: www.aba.wmich.edu/start
(Get a head START and post your resume before February 1st!)
Sincerely,
ABA
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Convention Newsletter Ad

Service

To A p p l y , R e c r u i t ,
Train (START)

&

The Association for Behavior Analysis is pleased to announce its new and improved placement system:
Service To Apply, Recmit, & Train in Behavior Analysis (START). This on-line system was developed
based on the needs o f its consumers: employers, applicants, and graduate programs within the field of
behavior analysis.

Goal of START
To be the central site for the placem ent o f behavior analysts in jobs, internships, and graduate training program s within the field o f
behavior analysis.

Below are the features that START offers that will help to meet the goal o f the system.
Applicants
M anage Your Resume

Find Jobs, Internships, &
Graduate Schools

Update, renew, or remove your
resume on-line using your
username and password

Search jobs and internships by
interest area, location, and level
o f training required

Receive an email prompt from
ABA one week prior to the
expiration o f your resume
posting (resume postings
expire after two months)

Submit your resume on-line to
an employer’s personalized
mailbox
Sign Up
& Post
Your Resume

Receive requests to do
interviews in your personalized
mailbox from interested
employers
Have ABA schedule interviews
for you if you are attending the
annual convention (for resumes
that are posted between March
28-May 28)
Search behavioral graduate
schools by area of emphasis,
GRE score criteria, grade point
criteria, and location

COST: This service is FREE to all current Student Members o f ABA; All others: $15 to post your resume
for two months
For questions contact Meg Brake at the ABA office: (616) 387-8341

www.aba.wmich.edu/start
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Service

To A p p l y , R e c r u i t ,
Train (START)

&

Em ployers
M anage Your Job/Internship
Posting

Find Behavior Analysts

Edit, renew, or remove your
position posting on-line using
your username and password
Receive an email prompt from
ABA one week prior to the
expiration o f your
job/intemship posting (all
postings expire after two
months)

Search resumes o f behavior
analysts by level o f training and
interest area
Sign Up
&
Post a Job
or Internship
Position

Submit a request to do an
interview with applicants on
line
Receive resumes submitted to
your on-line mailbox from
interested applicants
Have ABA schedule interviews
for you if you are attending the
annual convention (for
positions that are posted
between March 28-May 28)

COST: $50 per position posting for two months
Graduate Training Programs
M anage Your Graduate
Training Information
Update your graduate training
program on-line using your
username and password

Recruit Applicants
Sign Up &
Post Your
Graduate Training Program
in the On-line Graduate Training
Directory

Allow potential applicants to
learn about your behavioral
graduate program
Provide contact information,
areas o f emphasis, degrees
offered, GRE and grade point
criteria, practicum sites,
behavioral courses offered, and
faculty interests

Cost: FREE!
For questions contact Meg Brake at the ABA office: (616) 387-8341

www.aba.wmich.edu/start
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Mass Email 2
Dear FIRST NAME,
Are you looking for a job, internship, or graduate program in the field o f behavior analysis? A BA ’s Service
To Apply, Recruit, & Train (START) is the premier placement service within the field o f behavior analysis.
We assist in matching behavior analysts with behavioral organizations.
At the 28* annual convention in Toronto, employers and graduate program representatives within the field
o f behavior analysis will use START to help them find qualified behavior analysts. If you are looking for a
job, internship, or graduate program, now is the best time to post your resume on the START website. Best
o f all, this service is FREE for all 2002 ABA student members! As an added service, ABA staff will
coordinate interviews on-site with employers and graduate school representatives if you are attending the
annual convention.
Click here to sign up: http://www.aba.wmich.edu/start/
We hope to see you in Toronto!
-ABA
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Convention Flyer

ABA’S PLACEMENT
SERVICE
The prem ier service for matching behavior analysts
with behavioral organizations

Service To Apply, Recruit, & Train

APPLICANTS!
FIND JOBS, INTERNSHIPS, & GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS (Student Members of ABA,
FREE; All others, $15)

EMPLOYERS!
FIND THE MOST QUALIFIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSTS FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION ($50 per position
posting...postings valid for 2 months)

GRADUATE PROGRAMS!
ADVERTISE YOUR PROGRAM TO THE MOST QUALIFIED POOL OF APPLICANTS (FREE)

interview s will be scheduled on-site!
Sign up a t the START desk, located on the
Concourse Level
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Advertisement in AB A Program

f* i m
Jfe*.f k m t s :
■

Find jo 6s, internships,

graduate programs in 6ehavior analysis

QSmpfbym:
■

Find qualified Behavior analystsf o r your organization

Interviews will be arranged at the Convention
s i g N

V
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Mass Email 3

Dear FIRST NAME!
I f you are looking for a job in behavior analysis or a behavior analyst for your
organization, sign up with ABA's Service to Apply, Recruit & Train (START). START
has numerous jobs and resumes posted in the areas o f autism, brain injury, clinical,
developmental disabilities, education, organizational behavior management and research.
Click here to go to START: http://apps.abaintemational.org/start/index.asp
Sincerely,
A BA
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Student on-line membership form prompt
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START Survey Comments
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START Survey Comments
Em ployer Comments
■

List applicants alphabetically - or at least be able to sort alphabetically.

■

Perhaps list START positions with A BA Newsletter—offer a joint rate for both?

’

I have not attended the conventions, but the feedback I have received is that the arrangement of
interviews is cumbersome and time consuming.

■

Expand the number o f applicants using the system

■

Get information out to potential candidates in advance before the convention to inform that they have
opportunities to apply.

Applicant Comments
"

Allow applicant to state where they are looking for a job. All the calls for interviews that I received
were in different states and I couldn't move.

■

I would prefer to post my complete resume, rather than copy and paste parts o f it into a form. It
would also be wonderful to see even more jobs on the website!

'

Increase job postings.

1

it's tough to find o ff the website

■

Easy sort for academic vs. service positions

'

List jobs by region/state

1

More postings for clinical psychologists with an emphasis on behavior therapy.

1

Trying to find jobs abroad USA too.

1

There was only one OBM position listed. I'm wondering if ABA should more aggressively market
this service to employers?

1

I believe it is just a matter of students using it-it is a great resource!

1

To include behavioral assistants as well. This website has not helped at all.

'

Maybe have more links???? I think the site is great!

'

More Canadian Sites

1

Since I have my BA, posting opportunities that would benefit a job seeker at the BA level would be
helpful.

1

Have jobs pay more!

1

Allow direct uploading o f CVs, rather than requiring applicants to complete multiple entry pages

1

I would like to see more job postings.

1

Filter by geographical location and/or salary

1

I think that you should possibly consider advertising posts in other countries outside o f the states
recruit more employers/ post-doc info
There are no Canadian University Listings, these would be very helpful
Encourage more organizations to list internships on your site.
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give applicants an opportunity to send some sort o f statement or cover letter to employers when
applying for jobs using the website
Allow user to "mark" jobs they would like to refer to or follow up on later.
Keep up the good work - 1 was looking more out o f interest
Look for jobs in more locations
I have no suggestions at this moment, as I think your service is fantastic - so very simple, fast, and
such a huge help when you hare a graduate student with little time to research job openings. My
fellow classmates were all in agreement - we were amazed
This is a wonderful website. I check it almost everyday to see what's needed in the field o f aba. This
website linked me to a great job. I do wish that all the grad programs had links to there websites and
could possibly provide a little more description
I did not find a job through START, I was, however, offered three different positions at agencies that I
interviewed with at A BA last year (because o f START)
Thanks for your great work - 1 plan on using the service again as I begin to look for a new position!
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2002 START Applicant Analysis
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Total
Number of
2002
START
Applicants

Graduated

Currently
Enrolled

BA

MA

PHD

Western Michigan University

18

12

6

5

8

5

University o f South Florida

15

10

5

9

6

Southern Illinois University

13

3

10

12

1

Simmons College

10

3

7

9

1

University ofNorth Texas
Teachers College, Columbia
University

10

3

7

1

9

9

4

5

1

7

1

Florida State University

8

5

3

4

3

1

Northeastern

8

3

5

Queens College, CUNY

6

3

3

1

5

University o f Florida

5

3

2

2

3

University o f Nevada, Reno

4

2

2

1

1

University o f the Pacific

4

3

1

1

3

West Virginia University

4

4

Eastern Michigan University

3

1

Florida Institute o f Technology

3

Jacksonville State University

3

2

1

Ohio State University

3

1

2

1

2

University o f Kansas

3

1

2

2

1

University o f Texas, Arlington

3

3

2

Allegheny College

2

2

2

Central Missouri University
Eastern Connecticut State
University

2

2

2

2

2

2

Florida Atlantic University

2

2

2

Hollins College

2

2

Louisiana State University

2

1

St. Cloud State University
University o f Missouri,
Columbia
University o f Wisconsins,
Milwaukee

2

University Affiliation

8

1
2

3

3

3
2

1

2

3

1

1

2
2

1

2

2

2

1
2

1
2

1

1
1
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1

•

Total
Number of
2002
START
Applicants

Graduated

Utah State University

2

2

Western Maryland University

2

2

2

Appalachian State University

1

1

1

Auburn University
Central Connecticut State
University

1

1

1

1

1

1

Cleveland State University

1

College o f Charleston

1

College o f William and Mary

1

1

1

CSU, Sacramento

1

1

1

CSU, San Bemandino

1

1

Dmry University

1

1

1

Edgewood College

1

1

1

Empire State College

1

1

1

Florida International University
Florida State University,
Panama City

1
1

1

Grand Valley State University

1

1

Holy Family College

1

Keene State College
Long Island University, C.W.
Post

1
1

Luther College

1

Muhlenberg College
National University o f Ireland,
Maynooth

1
1

1

Not Specified

3

1

Roosevelt University

1

1

Rowan University

1

1

SUNY Brockport

1

SUNY Stony Brook

1

1

Teikyo Post

1

1

University Affiliation

Currently
Enrolled

BA

MA

PHD

2

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

2

3
1
1

1

1
1
1
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Total
Number of
2002
START
Applicants

Graduated

Trinity College and University

1

1

University o f Auckland
University o f California, San
Diego

1
1

1

University o f Central Florida

1

1

1

University o f Central Oklahoma

1

1

1

University o f Colorado, Boulder

1

1

1

University o f Hawaii, Manoa

1

University o f Iceland

1

1

University o f Maine

1

1

University o f Minnesota
University o f Nevada, Las
Vegas

1
1

1

University o f New Mexico

1

1

University o f Oregon

1

1

University o f Pittsburgh

1

1

University o f South Carolina
University o f Southern
Mississippi

1
1

1

University o f Texas, Austin

1

1

1

Vanderbilt University

1

1

1

Wayne State University

1

1

1

York University

1

University Affiliation

Currently
Enrolled

BA

MA

PHD
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
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Appendix I
Details o f the Jobs Posted in 2002
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■ m

m

Coyne & Associates, Inc
The Spectrum Center
The Bay School
Optimum
Surrey Place Centre
The Groden Network o f
Programs
AdvoServ
Bancroft NeuroHealth
Liberty Healthcare
Corporation
Quinn Developmental
Sendees
The Spectrum Center

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

525-35K
S25-35K
S25-35K

Behavior Specialist (ABCBA)
Curriculum Coordinator
Behavior Consultant
Behavior Consultant, Autism Services
Instructor Therapist

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism
Autism

$25-35K
S25-35K
S25-35K

Behavior Analyst
Behavioral Specialists
Residential Teacher

Bachelors

Autism

S25-35K

Program Manager

Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism

S25-35K
$25-35K

Educational Specialist. Interventionist
ABA Counselor

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

$25-35K
S25-35K
S25-35K
$25 t35K
S25-35K
S25-35K
S25-35K

Senior Behavior Analyst
Special Education Teacher
Senior Therapist
Residential Teacher
Teacher
ABA Educational Consultant

Bachelors

Autism

S25-35K

Instructor Therapist

Bachelors

Autism

S25-35K

Behavioral Therapist

Bachelors

Autism

S25-35K

Behavior Analyst

Bachelors

Autism

S35-45K

Educational Coordinator

Center for
Comprehensive Services Bachelors

Autism

S35-45K

ABA Lead Teachers

Autism

S35-45K

Schoo Director

Autism

S35-45K

Special Education Teacher

Bachelors

Autism

S35-45K

Vocational Program Supervisor

Bachelors

Autism

$35-45K

Instructor Therapist

Bachelors

Autism

S35-45K

Program Specialist

Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K

ABA SEIT instructors
Speech and Language Consultant

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K
S45-55K
S45-55K

ABA Consultant
Coordinator o f Clinical Training
Supervising Behavior Consultant
Education Coordinator

Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism

S45-55K
<$25K

Supervisor JBI/Senior Therapist
Teacher Assistant

Psychology Department,
University o f Auckland
Texana MHMR Center
Bancroft NeuroHealth
ReMed
D ie Pinnacle Group
Monarch School
Texana M HMR Center
Applied Behavior
Consultants, Inc.
The Judge Rotenberg
Educational Center
Delaware Autism
Program
Southbury Training
School; DMR ;Stateof
CT

Center for
Comprehensive Services Bachelors
Kinark Child and Family
Services
Bachelors
Fred Finch Youth Center
Lakeview Rehabilitation
Center
Kent County Chapter
RIArc Pathways
Strategic Teaching
Center
Kent County Chapter
RIArc Pathways
Strategic Teaching
Carter
FEAT o f Minnesota
Western Michigan
University
Devereux G eo Wallace
Devereux
Parent
Personal Management
Consultants

.

Kennedy Krieger
Institute
State o f
Alabama/Department o f
MHMR

Bachelors

Autism

<$25K

introductory ABA instructor

Bachelors

Autism

<$25K

Teacher's Assistant

Institute o f Professional
Practice, Inc.

Bachelors

Autism

<$25K

Behavioral Therapist
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M
Kennedy Krieger
Institute
SEEK Education, Inc.
The Bay School
Eastern State Hospital
Autism Spectrum
Consultants
Renaissance Learning
Center
Advance Kids
The New England Center
for Children
The New England Center
for Children
Birchtree Center for
Children
University o f Florida
Autism Center
Resources in Autism
Education
Resources in Autism
Education
Shema Kolainu
Melmark, Inc.
Melmark, Inc.
Developmental Disability
Consultants
Melmark, Inc.
YAI- New York League
for Early Learning
Area Cooperative
Educational Services
Autism Center

W

M

W

—

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

<$25K
<$25K
<$25K
<$25K

ABA Therapist
One-on-one Summer Aide
Behavior Therapist
Intern I Graduate Assistant Program

Doctorate

Autism

S35-45K

Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S45-55K

Clinical Supervisor
Visiting Assistant Professor and Director, Claremont Autism
Center
Clinical Director

.

Doctorate

Autism

S45-55K

Behavioral Psychologist o r Behavior Analyst

Doctorate

Autism

$45-55K

Behavior Analyst

Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K
S45-55K

Asst. Clinical Director and/or Principal
TRAINING PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Clinical Supervisor

Doctorate

Autism

S45-55K

Lecturer in Psychology

Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S55-65K
S55-65K
S55-65K

Assistant Professor
psychologist
Program Director
Assistant Educational Director

Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism

$55~65K
S65-75K

Psychologist
Manager, Psychological Services

Doctorate

Autism

S65-75K

Director o f School Services

Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism

S65-75K
S65-75K

Psychologist
Manager, Psychological Services

Doctorate

Autism

S65-75K

Psychologist - Clinical Director

Doctorate

Autism

$65-75K

CLINICAL DIRECTOR

Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism
Autism

$65'75K
S65-75K
$75-85K

Behavioral Psychologist
Psychologist (Doctoral)
Director o f CKnical and Educational Services

Doctorate

Autism

S75-85K

Executive Director

Doctorate

Autism

$75-85K

Behavioral Psychiatrist

Developmental
Disabilities Systems, Inc. Doctorate
The May Institue
Doctorate

Autism
Autism

S75-85K
<$25K

Director, Preschool for Children with Autism
Clinical Psychologist

Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate

Autism
Autism
Autism

<$25K
<$25K
<$25K

Behavioral Psychologist
Senior Behavior Analyst
Postdoctoral Internship in Psychology

Doctorate

Autism

<$25K

Psychologist

The HALO School
(Helping Autism through
Leaning and Outreach)
Devereux Millwood
Learning Center
Claremont McKenna
College/ Claremont
Autism Center
FEAT o f Minnesota
Ontario ARC
Summit Educational
Resources
Summit Educational
Resources

Classic Consultants, Inc.
HMEA
HMEA
TheraCare - Early
Childhood Programs
North Region Special
Education Local Plan
Area
Connecticut Center for
Child Development
Connecticut Center for
Child Development

■ ■

Masters

Autism

S25-35K

Clinical Services Coordinator

Masters

Autism

$25-35K

Behaviour Analyst

Masters

Autism

S25-35K

Developmental Specialist

CENTER FOR AUTISM
AND RELATED
DISORDERS
Masters

Autism

S25-35K

Special Education Teacher
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Geauga County
Educational Service
Center
South Shore Mental
Health
South Shore Mental
Health
Bancroft NeuroHealth
Gr. Lawrence
Educational
Collaborative
Harrulton-Niagara
Regional Early Autism
Initiative
Bancroft NeuroHealth
Bancroft NeuroHealth
Developmental
Disabilities Systems, Inc.
The Spectrum Center
University o f Nevada,
Reno
Surrey Place Centre
Kennedy Krieger
Institute
Auburn University
Canyon Springs - Dept,
o f Developmental Servic
targetH R Inc
targetH RInc
The Bay School
The Columbus
Organization
The Columbus
Organization
The Children's Annex
Baird Center for Children
and Farralies, a division
o f the Howard Center for
Human Services
Community Re-Entry
Program
South Shore Mental
Health
South Shore Mental
Health
Autism Recovery Center,
Inc
Autism Recovery Center,
Inc
University o f South
Florida
Institute for Child
Development
BIFAC
Quality Behavioral
Outcomes
Quality Behavioral
Outcomes
B*E*T*A: Behavior
Education Training
Associates
Autism Recovery Center,
Inc
Delaware Autism
Program
University o f Florida
—

Masters

Autism

LS25-35K

Masters

Autism

S25-35K

Consultant

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
$35-45K

MOM’S RIGHT ARM
ABA Clinical Coordinator

Masters

Autism

$35“45K

Employment Specialist

Masters
Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K
S35-45K

School Psychologist
Special Education Teacher - Autism Program
Teacher/Trainer

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K

Psychologist / Behavior Analyst
Senior Therapist

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K

Senior Therapist
M asters Level Clinician

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K

Intensive Instruction Preschool Program Specialist
teacher

Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K
S35-45K
S35-45K

Program Coordinator
Director o f Home Program
Clinic Director
Executive Director/ Program Writer

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Special Education Teacher - Autism Program

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K

Staff Training Coordinator
Case Supervisor

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

BEHAVIORAL EDUCATION CONSULTANT

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

BEHAVIORAL CONSULTANT

Behavior Specialist

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Educational Coordinator

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

School Psychologist / Behavior Analyst

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Program Supervisor

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Head Teacher

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Program Coordinator

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S35-45K
S35-45K

Case Supervisor
Behavior Analyst

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Coordinator o f Behavioral Services

Masters

Autism

S35-45K

Child & Adolescent Day Treatment Coordinator

Masters

Autism

$35-45K

Behavior Analyst/Therapist

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst

Masters
Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K
S45-55K

Assistant Director for Children's Services
Program Director
Master Teacher/ Supervisor
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Melmark, Inc.
The Children's Annex
Eastern Minnesota
Community Support
Services
Hoidsambeck and
Associates, Inc.
Judge Rotenberg
Educational Center
Judge Rotenberg
Educational Center
Autism Spectrum
Therapies
Beaumont Hospital
C otter for Human
Development
Melmark New England
Melmark New England
The Millennium
Community School
ARC Broward, Inc.
Autism Recovery Center,
Inc
Tucci Learning Solutions,
Inc.
The Guardian Group
Tucci Learning Solutions,
Inc.
Optimum
Quality Behavioral
Outcomes
The Ivymount School
Melmark, Inc.
Devereux California
Tucci Learning Solutions,
Inc.
Algonquin Child and
Family Services
Algonquin Child and
Family Services
The Groden Network o f
Programs
T he Groden Network o f
Programs
The Groden Network o f
Programs
Heartspring
The New England Center
for Children
BEST Consulting
Services
BEST Consulting
Services
Ivymount
Ivymount
Children’s Hospital San
Diego
Central State Hospital
Southside Virginia
Training Center

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K

Clinical Supervisor
Speech and Language Pathologist

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Clinical Supervisor

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Behavior analyst o r psychologist

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Behavior Specialist

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Autism Program Training Coordinator

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Senior Therapist, Pre-school Autism Program

Masters
Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K
S45-55K

Clinical Consultant
Coordinator
Assistant Director for Early Childhood Education

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

545-55K
S45-55K

Behavior Analyst
Psychology Consultant I -Autism

Masters

Autism

S45-55K

Program Director

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K

Psychologist or Psychological Associate
Autism Services Clinical Director

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K

BCBA Clinical Supervisor, Home Based Therapy Services
Program Director

Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism
Autism
Autism

S45-55K
S45-55K
S45-55K
S45-55K

Behavior Specialist
Behavior Analyst
Program Director
Speech Language Pathologist

Masters

Autism

S55-65K

Supervisor Early Intervention Program

Masters

ABA Supervisor

Autism

S55-65K

Masters

Autism

S55-65K

Director/Asst. Director

Masters

Autism

S55-65K

Senior Behavior Analyst

Masters

Autism

S55-65K

Behavioral Psychologist

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S55-65K
S55-65K

Director o f Charter School
Speech Therapist

Masters

Autism

S55-65K

Supervisor Earlv Intervention Program

Masters

Autism

S55-65K

Certified School Psychologist

Masters
Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism
Autism

S55-65K
$65-75K
S65-75K

Supervisor Early Intervention Program
Behavior AnalystConsultant
Autism Program Supervisor

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

S75-S5K
S85-95K

Director o f Educational Programming
Director

Masters

Autism

SS5-95K

Principal

Masters
Masters

Autism
Autism

<$25.K
<$25K

Home Programming Coordinator
Preschool Coordinator

Bachelors
Bachelors

Brain Injury
Brain Injury

$35-45K
S35-45K

Program Manager
Behavior Analyst

Cumberland Hospital for
Children & Adolescents Bachelors

Brain Injury

S35-45K

Behavior Specialist

Institute o f Professional
Practice, Inc.
The Spectrum Center
Institute for Child
Development
May South
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Cumberland Hospital for
Children & Adolescents Masters
Timber Ridge Ranch
NeuroRehabilitation
Center
Masters

Brain Injury

S35-45K

Behavior Analyst

Brain Injury

S35-45K

Behavior Analyst

Cumberland Hospital for
Children & Adolescents Masters

Brain Injury

S45-S5K

Behavior Analyst

Cumberland Hospital for
Children & Adolescents Masters

Brain Injury

S45-55K

Clinical Director

Cumberland Hospital for
Children & Adolescents Masters

Brain Injury

S45-55K

Program Manager

Masters

Brain Injury

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst

M asters

Brain Injury

$55-65K

Behavior Analyst

Masters
Bachelors
Doctorate

Brain Injury
Clinical
Clinical

S55-65K
S35-45K
$85-95K

Neuro-Behavioral Program Manager
Behavior Analyst
Director o f Clinical Services

Doctorate

Clinical

<S25K

Clinical Director

M asters
Masters
M asters

Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

S35-45K
S35-45K
S45-55K

Behavior Analyst
Behavior Analyst
Clinical Supervisor

S25-35K

Program Manager

S25-35K

Behavior D ata Specialist/Clinical Specialist

Cumberland Hospital for
Children & Adolescents
Faison School at the
Autism Center o f VA at
VCU
Faison School at the
Autism Center o f VA at
VCU
LEARN
Dr. Douglas S. Lee, Inc.
Eastern Michigan
University
Western Psychiatric
Institute and Clinic
Trillium Health Centre
S t Mary's Hospital
Summit Educational
Resources
Summit Educational
Resources
The New England Center
for Children
TheraCare - Early
Childhood Programs

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Bancroft NeuroHealth

Bachelors

Behavior Analysis, Inc.

Bachelors

State o f Illinois

Bachelors

State o f Illinois

Bachelors

BLUM Enterprises

Bachelors

Behavior Analysis, Inc.

Bachelors

leaps mid bounds

Bachelors

Parent
Autism Solutions for
Kids
Shelby Residential and
Vocational Services
T he Columbus
Organization
Behavior Services o f
Brevard, Inc
Behavioral Services o f
TN

Bachelors

CENTER FOR AUTISM
A ND RELATED
DISORDERS
The Columbus
Organization
Devereux Millwood
Learning Center
Autistic Children's
Treatment Network
Autistic Children’s
Treatment Network

Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Bachelors
Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

S25-35K

Behavior Analyst

S25-35K

BCABA/BCBA/TNTESNS

$25-35K

Behavior Specialist

S25-35K

Recruiting Event!

S25-35K

Instructional Supervisor

S25-35K

Behavior Analyst

S25-35K

Behavioral Clinician

S35-45K

BEHAVIORAL SPECIALIST I/ii

S35-45K

Behavior Specialist (BCABA)

S35-45K

Behavior Analyst

S35-45K

Clinical Program Manager

S35-45K

Assistant In (Behavior Analyst)

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst 3

<$25K

Teacher / Childcare Professional

<$25K

Clinical Assistant

<$25K

Behavior Specialists

S35-45K

Psychologist

S45-55K

Behavioral Treatments Director

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst/Behavioral Psychologist

S45-55K

Emergency Services Psychologist
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—

U nited Cerebral Palsy &
Handicapped Persons
Assn.

Doctorate

Doctorate
Developmental Disability
Consultants
Doctorate
Manitoba ABA Program^
St Amant Centre
Doctorate

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

S45-55K

Regional Behavioral Consultant

S45-55K

Psychologist

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Psychologist

Bancroft NeuroHealth

Doctorate

ARC Broward
Cleveland Clinic
Children's Hospital for
Rehabilitation
Cleveland Clinic
Children’s Hospital for
Rehabilitation
Shenandoah Autism
Center
North Region Special
Education Local Plan
Area

Doctorate

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

Doctorate

Developmental
Disablities

S65-75K

Psychologist

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

S65-75K

Assistant Clinical Professor

S65-75K

Psychologist (Doctoral)

S65-75K

Senior Behavior Analyst/Director o f Psychology

Doctorate
Doctorate

ARC Broward
Protestant Guild
Learning: Center

Doctorate

HMEA
Hamilton-Niagara
Regional Early Autism
Initiative
Kent County Chapter
RIArc Pathways
Strategic Teaching
Center

Doctorate

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

Doctorate

Developmental
Disablities

Doctorate

Doctorate

Doctorate

Erinoak

Masters

Texana M HM R Center

Masters

Eisenhower Center
The Columbus
Organization

Masters

Classic Consultants, Inc.
Hawaii Intervention
Programs
Hope Network
Rehabilitation Services

Masters

CENTER FO R AUTISM
AND RELATED
DISORDERS
Louisiana Center for
Excellence in Autism
Louisiana Center for
Excellence m Autism
Louisiana Center for
Excellence in Autism

Masters

Masters
Masters

Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters

San Diego Imperial
Counties Developmental
Services, Inc.
Masters
St. Joseph's Villa

Masters

Auburn University
The Saint Francis
Academy, Inc
Chicago Behavior
Consultants, Inc.
Glenwood Resource
Center
W estern Michigan
University
Coyne and Associates,
Inc.

Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

S55-65K

Senior Psychologist

$55-65K

Clinical Director

S65-75K

Director o f Practicum Training

S65-75K

Ph.D. Psychologist

S75-85K

Senior Project Director

$75-85K

Senior Behavior Analyst

$85-95K

Director o f Psychology

S25-35K

Clinical Coordinator

S35-45K

Assoc. Psychologist

$35 t45K

Behavior Analyst

S35-45K

Psychologist 3 or 5

S35-45K

Behavior Analyst

S35-45K

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SPECIALIST

S35-45K

Behavior Support Specialist

S35-45K

Behavior Analyst

S35-45K

Behavior Analyst

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst

S45-55K

Developmental Specialist 2 ( M A level)

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst

S45-55K

Psychologist (Behavior Analyst)

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst (BCBA)
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Birchtree Center for
Children

Masters

San Angelo State School Masters
Liberty Healthcare
Corporation
Masters
University o f Maryland

Masters

HMEA

Masters

Deveruex Consultants
Hamilton-Niagara
Regional Early Autism
Initiative

Masters

Devereux
CentraJMichigan
University
New Haven Youth &
Family Services, Inc.
Univ o f Texas Health
Science Center

Masters
Masters
Masters
Masters

New Haven Youth &
Family Services, Inc.
Kent County ARC J.
Arthur Trudeau
Memorial Center

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K
$55-65K

Applied Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Applied Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Behavioral Consultants for MR/RD Waiver

S55-65K

Behavior Analyst

S55-65K

Applied Behavior Analyst

$65- 75K

Behavior Analyst

S65-75K

Behavior Analyst
BEHAVIOR ANALYST

Developmental
Disablities
Education
Education

S65-75K
$25-35K
S25-35K

Behavior Analyst
Teacher/SpEd/Regular
Behavior Analyst

Doctorate
Doctorate
Doctorate

Education
Education
Education

S35-45K
S35-45K
S35-45K

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Doctorate

Education

S45-55K

Behavior Analyst - Assistant Professor

Doctorate
Doctorate

Education
Education

S75-85K
S85-95K

Behavioral Treatments/Research Director
Director o f Education

Masters

Education

Masters

Education

Masters
Masters

Education
Education

S35-45K
$45,000$55,000
$45,000 $55,000
S45-55K

Masters

Education

$45~55K

Educational Consultant

Masters
Masters

Education
Education

S55-65K
S55-65K

Director o f Private Special Education School
Senior Behavior Analyst

Masters

Education

S65-75K

Program Director

Doctorate

Faculty

Doctorate

Faculty

S35-45K

Doctorate

S65-75K

<$25K

R&D Specialist

S35-45K

Assistant/Associate Professor

$35-45K

Assistant Professor

S45-55K

Assistant Professor

S75-85K

Psychologist IV

Masters
Doctorate
Doctorate

Faculty
Organizational
Behavior
Management
Organizational
Behavior
Management
Organizational
Behavior
Management
Organizational
Behavior
Management
Organizational
Behavior
Management
Organizational
Behavior
Management
Research
Research

Assistant/Associate Professor
Associate Professor and Program D irector Master’s Program
in Applied Behavior Analysis

S45-55K
S25-35K
$35-45K

Performance M anager (OBM)
Postdoctoral Fellow
Visiting Assistant Professor

Doctorate

Research

S35-45K

Postdoctoral Associate/Visiting Assistant in Psychology

Bachelors

Doctorate

Liberty Healthcare
Corporation

Doctorate

Pathways

Doctorate

South Shore Mental
Health
South Carolina Dept.
Disabilities & Special
Needs
Shema Kolainu
Strategies, Inc.
Birchtree Center for
Children

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

S55-65K

S65-75K

Masters

Florida Institute for
Neurologic Rehabilitation Masters
University o f Florida
Bachelors
University o f Florida
Bachelors
Baird Center for Children
and Families, A Division
o f the Howard Center for
Human Services
The Guardian Group
The Guardian Group
University o f South
Florida
The Columbus
Organization
REED Academy, Inc.
East Alabama Mental
Health/Mental
Retardation Center
California State
University Fresno
New Haven Youth &
Family Services, Inc.
The M ay Institute
Hope Network
Rehabilitation Services
Coyne and Associates,
Inc.
The M ay Institute
Vista Behavior
Consulting
Psychology
Department,Queens
College/CUNY
Eastern Michigan
University
University o f Nevada,
Reno

Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities
Developmental
Disablities

Doctorate

ABA Special Education Itinerant Teacher
Senior Behavior Analyst
Behavior Analyst
In-Class Support Services Consultant

Assistant Professor
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